THE 2022 ALABAMA EXECUTIONS AND THE CRISIS OF AMERICAN CAPITAL PUNISHMENT

Alexandra L. Klein *

The Death Penalty Information Center described 2022 as “the year of the botched execution” in its 2022 Annual Report. Alabama’s execution errors were especially serious: it attempted to execute four people, botched three of its four executions, and ultimately called off two executions. Alabama’s 2022 executions and its errors are the culmination of common problems in capital punishment across the United States. A full understanding of capital punishment requires an analysis of individual cases, including executions, and analysis of how that case fits within the system of capital punishment. Evaluating a single case may reveal unfairness and arbitrariness, but tracking those trends across multiple cases demonstrates broader system failures. Alabama’s 2022 executions present a useful case study for understanding the flaws in execution practices and capital punishment more broadly.

This Article documents the 2022 Alabama executions and makes three contributions. First, it summarizes the events in Alabama surrounding the executions of Matthew Reeves and Joe James, and the failed executions of Alan Miller and Kenneth Smith. It reviews some issues associated with each capital sentence and appeals process. Second, it explores points of commonality among each of the four cases: non-unanimous jury sentencing and judicial overrides, inadequate legal representation and resources, the role the Supreme Court played in the cases, and the problems associated with Alabama’s execution protocols. Finally, it addresses the outcome of Alabama’s decision to suspend executions and offers recommendations intended to protect the Eighth Amendment rights of people facing executions if Alabama’s elected officials are unwilling to take the necessary step to abolish the death penalty.

The problems this Article describes are not unique to Alabama, but events in Alabama afford an opportunity to bring fresh scrutiny to these issues. The Supreme Court’s willingness to authorize executions regardless of the merits of an individual case makes it more likely that errors like this will continue to happen. Alabama is not the whole story of 2022’s botched execu-
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INTRODUCTION

The Death Penalty Information Center accurately described 2022 as the “Year of the Botched Execution.”¹ States attempted to execute twenty people and seven of those executions were “visibly problematic.”² Even if states did not botch their executions, their policies and practices highlighted the cruelty of capital punishment. Oklahoma scheduled twenty-five executions between August 2022 and December 2024, and steadily carried them out until the pace of executions became too difficult for corrections employees to endure.³ Missouri executed Kevin Johnson for a crime committed when he was nineteen and refused to allow his daughter to attend her father’s execution.

² Id.
because she was nineteen. Justice Ketanji Brown Jackson’s dissent from the Supreme Court’s decision to let Johnson’s execution go forward pointed out potential evidence of racially biased behavior by the trial prosecutor. Texas tried to execute severely mentally ill people like Scott Panetti, and Andre Thomas—a man who removed both of his eyes and ate one of them. Thomas’s trial was also infected with racial bias. Tennessee put its executions on hold because it discovered that the Tennessee Department of Corrections had not been complying with its own protocols since 2018. Idaho planned to execute Gerald Pizzuto, who is terminally ill, until it was unable to obtain lethal injection drugs. Arizona has executed three people and had difficulty with each execution; at one point Frank Atwood assisted the people trying to kill him to find a vein. Alabama, however, may have had the worst 2022 of all. Alabama attempted four executions and botched three, leaving two of the men still alive. Eventually the Governor requested that the At-

6 Jolie McCullough, Texas Tries Again to Prove That Scott Panetti is Just Sane Enough to Be Executed, TEX. TRIB. (Oct. 28, 2022, 5:00 AM), https://www.texastribune.org/2022/10/28/texas-execution-scott-panetti/ [https://perma.cc/VP6K-HWZA].
8 Id.
13 See ASSOCIATED PRESS, Alabama Is Pausing Executions After a 3rd Failed Lethal Injection, NPR (Nov. 21, 2022, 2:36 PM), https://www.npr.org/2022/11/21/1138357929/alaba
torney General suspend seeking execution warrants so the Alabama Department of Corrections (“ADOC”) could review its procedures.\(^\text{14}\)

Alabama is not the first state to suspend executions in the wake of errors. Tennessee suspended its executions after discovering that its personnel had not followed execution protocol requirements for testing drugs.\(^\text{15}\) An independent report revealed systemic errors in Tennessee’s execution practices.\(^\text{16}\) Oklahoma suspended executions from 2015 until 2022 after serious execution errors.\(^\text{17}\) Arizona resumed executions after a years-long hiatus only to suspend them in January 2023 after its newly elected governor established an Independent Review Commissioner to assess Arizona’s execution protocol and practices.\(^\text{18}\) Patterns of botched executions illustrate significant flaws in state capital punishment practices. But Alabama’s death penalty problems run far deeper than botched executions.

Alabama’s executions and its errors are the culmination of common problems in capital punishment across the United States. These events are not outliers, but symptoms of the larger issues of capital punishment in the United States. A full understanding of capital punishment requires an analysis of individual cases, including executions, and analysis of how that case fits within the system of capital punishment. Evaluating a single case may reveal unfairness and arbitrariness, but tracking those trends across multiple cases demonstrates broader system failures. The four executions described in this Article highlight the flawed procedures, arbitrariness, and indifference


to rights that are characteristics of the American system of capital punishment. Alabama’s 2022 executions present a useful case study for understanding the flaws in execution practices and capital punishment more broadly.

This Article addresses Alabama’s 2022 executions and what they mean for the future of the death penalty. The events in Alabama afford an opportunity to bring fresh scrutiny to the problems of capital punishment. In some ways, what happened in Alabama this year is exceptional—it is unusual for a state to have two failed executions in a row. And yet, as an analysis of these four cases reveals, what is happening is not unusual in U.S. capital punishment. The Supreme Court’s willingness to authorize executions regardless of the merits of an individual case makes it more likely that errors like these will continue to happen. Alabama is not the whole story of 2022’s botched executions, but what happened in Alabama demonstrates just how pointlessly cruel the process of capital punishment is.

Part I of this Article summarizes what happened in each of the four executions Alabama attempted to carry out in 2022. This Part addresses the constitutional challenges each man brought during his postconviction appeals process and method-of-execution challenges. I also describe the execution process based on publicly accessible information, reporting, and court records. This is not an exhaustive record of each case, rather it focuses on significant problems in these cases and how courts responded.

Part II addresses four recurring issues in each of these men’s cases that reflect ongoing problems in capital punishment. First, Alabama’s capital punishment scheme has some unusual features that increase the risk of arbitrary and biased sentencing. Alabama permits nonunanimous juries to impose a death sentence and, at the time all four men were sentenced to death, it permitted judges to override jury recommendations.\(^{19}\) Second, Alabama, like many other jurisdictions, has inadequate resources for indigent defense and low standards for capital trial representation.\(^{20}\) Those resources and standards were even lower at the time all four men were sentenced to death. Third, although three of the four men received stays of execution from the Eleventh Circuit, the Supreme Court lifted the stays and authorized executions.\(^{21}\) The Court’s willingness to authorize executions in the face of meritorious claims, significant risks of pain, and detailed fact-finding by district courts illustrates the escalating problem of the “shadow docket” and the current Court’s indifference to method-of-execution claims. Fourth, Alabama’s lethal injection errors, like other states, are a predictable result of poorly written execution protocols, inadequate training, and excessive judicial deference to state decisions.

\(^{19}\) See infra Section II. A.

\(^{20}\) See infra Section II. B.

\(^{21}\) See infra Section II. C.
Part III of this Article addresses what all of this means for capital punishment. The Supreme Court continued authorizing executions even after all the evidence suggested that Alabama would keep botching executions. Alabama grounded its decision to suspend executions on victim interests rather than acknowledge that something was wrong in its death chamber. Alabama’s decision to suspend executions was aimed at protecting capital punishment rather than preventing unconstitutional suffering. Alabama’s quick and vague efforts at reforming its execution protocols are inadequate to permanently resolve its errors—instead, its primary reform provided greater discretion to executive officials to decide when and how to carry out executions. This Article concludes by offering some recommendations to provide greater protection for the Eighth Amendment rights of condemned persons if Alabama is unwilling to end its unjustified reliance on capital punishment.

I. FOUR DEATH WARRANTS

Alabama attempted to execute four men in 2022: Matthew Reeves, Joe James, Jr., Alan Miller, and Kenneth Smith.22 At the end of the year, Miller and Smith had survived their own attempted executions.23 Reeves and James were dead.24 The circumstances surrounding James’s execution, however, indicate that his execution was botched and that he probably suffered like Miller and Smith. This Part reviews each of these four men’s cases and their executions. These are not exhaustive narratives of each man’s case—each took over twenty years to work their way through the labyrinth of postconviction review. Instead, these summaries focus on similarities across these cases that reflect common problems of capital punishment in Alabama and the ongoing challenges of executions in Alabama, particularly the state’s foray into nitrogen gas executions and its execution errors.25 Some of these problems are unique to Alabama, such as the state’s capital jury practices, but they present a warning to jurisdictions that have adopted similar practices. Others are endemic to capital punishment: inadequate legal represen-

23 Id.
24 Id.
25 Dr. Joel Zivot, an expert on executions, has explained that “nitrogen hypoxia” is a “made-up two-word expression” that is not a medical term and recommends “nitrogen gas execution” instead. Dana G. Smith, New Execution Method Touted as More Humane, but Evidence is Lacking, Sci. Am. (Sept. 23, 2022), https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/new-execution-method-touted-as-more-humane-but-evidence-is-lacking/ [https://perma.cc/5KXD-AZ9T]. The death penalty is already riddled with medical error and legal fictions; accordingly this Article does not use “nitrogen hypoxia” unless directly quoting another source.
tation and resources, the judiciary’s disinterest in responding to serious constitutional issues, and state errors in conducting executions.

A. Matthew Reeves

Matthew Reeves was sentenced to death for the murder and robbery of Willie Johnson, committed in 1996 when Reeves was eighteen years-old. Reeves’s case is troubling for four reasons. First, Reeves was diagnosed with intellectual disabilities, but his lawyers did not present enough evidence about it at trial. Second, his disabilities affected his ability to understand his statutory right to elect nitrogen gas. Third, the Supreme Court allowed Reeves’s execution to go forward even when he received relief from lower courts. Finally, like the other men this Article discusses, Reeves did not receive a unanimous jury verdict in favor of death; the jury recommended that Reeves should be sentenced to death by a ten to two vote.

Reeves was initially appointed two attorneys who petitioned the trial court for funds to hire a clinical neuropsychologist to evaluate Reeves for intellectual disability as part of their mitigation case. Even though Reeves’s lawyers obtained funding and accessed his medical records, they did not contact the neuropsychologist they wanted to hire, nor did they hire any other expert to evaluate and testify about Reeves’s intellectual disability.

Instead, Reeves’s lawyers called a clinical psychologist who had been appointed by the court to determine whether Reeves was competent to stand trial and his mental state during the offense. This psychologist had performed limited testing and had not administered a full IQ test or assessed Reeves’s “adaptive skills.” Reeves’s lawyers only called two other witnesses during the mitigation phase: a police officer “who described the poor condition of Reeves’ childhood home” and Reeves’s mother, who “testified about various struggles in Reeves’ childhood.”

27 Reeves, 836 F. App’x at 748–49.
28 See id. at 737.
30 Reeves, 836 F. App’x at 735.
31 Id.
32 Id. at 736.
33 Id.
34 Id.
35 Id.
Unsurprisingly, state postconviction proceedings pursuant to Reeves's Rule 32 petition revealed a stronger mitigation case than Reeves's attorneys presented at trial. The neuropsychologist that Reeves's counsel had failed to retain testified that Reeves was intellectually disabled and had “significant deficits in multiple areas of adaptive functioning.” The neuropsychologist also testified that, had he been asked to evaluate and testify about Reeves at the time of his trial, he would have “performed similar evaluations and reached the same conclusions.” Reeves did not call his trial attorneys to testify during this hearing.

The state’s expert agreed that Reeves “was in the borderline range of intellectual ability” and estimated that his IQ was sixty-eight. Nonetheless, the state’s expert insisted Reeves’s functionality was higher than the IQ test reflected and even though Reeves had low scores in adaptive functioning, “other evidence indicated that he did not have substantial deficiencies in these areas.”

The circuit court denied Reeves's petition in 2009, but Reeves and his attorneys did not receive notice of the ruling until 2013. Three years later, the Alabama Court of Criminal Appeals affirmed the circuit court’s decision. It concluded that the circuit court did not abuse its discretion in denying Reeves’s claims of intellectual disability. The Alabama Court of Criminal Appeals also rejected Reeves’s claims of ineffective assistance of counsel. It explained that “Reeves’s failure to call his attorneys to testify is fatal to his claims of ineffective assistance of counsel.” Most of the decisions Reeves identified as ineffective, the court explained, were “typically considered strategic decisions,” and because he did not call his lawyers to testify, the “record is silent” about the reasons why his lawyers did not act. Reeves also challenged his attorney’s failure to conduct an adequate mitigation investigation, but the Alabama Court of Criminal Appeals concluded

36 Alabama Rule of Criminal Procedure 32 sets out a process by which a person convicted of a criminal offense in Alabama may seek relief. See Ala. Rule Crim. P. 32.1 (describing the grounds for relief under a Rule 32 Petition).
37 See Reeves, 836 F. App’x at 737.
38 Id.
39 Id.
40 Id.
41 Id.
42 Id.
43 Id. at 738.
45 Id. at 741.
46 Id. at 746.
47 Id. at 749.
48 Id. at 750–51. Reeves identified a significant number of errors by trial counsel other than failing to hire the neuropsychologist they fought so hard to receive funding for. Id. at 749. These included failing to object to improper remarks by the prosecutor and improper instruction by the trial judge. Id. at 751.
that it had to presume the investigation was reasonable, despite expert testimony about how to conduct a mitigation investigation, because Reeves did not present evidence about the mitigation investigation his trial attorneys did conduct, presumably because they did not testify.\(^49\)

The Supreme Court denied certiorari, but three Justices dissented on the ground that the Alabama Court of Criminal Appeals did not properly apply \textit{Strickland v. Washington}’s deficient performance prong.\(^50\) Although an attorney’s performance is presumed reasonable, a defendant may overcome that presumption by presenting evidence of counsel’s deficient performance.\(^51\) Courts should perform an objective review of an attorney’s performance and assess the entire record to determine whether an attorney’s assistance was constitutionally inadequate.\(^52\) This is so regardless of whether an attorney testifies.\(^53\) The Alabama Court of Criminal Appeals erred by resting its decision on the absence of testimony from Reeves’s trial counsel without assessing if all of the other evidence he presented could overcome the presumption of reasonableness.\(^54\) In fact, the Alabama Court of Criminal Appeals had \textit{quoted} precedent that expressly required someone seeking to show ineffective assistance of counsel to call trial counsel to meet their burden.\(^55\)

Reeves’s claim of intellectual disability did not fare any better in federal postconviction proceedings. The Eleventh Circuit decided that Alabama did not unreasonably apply Supreme Court precedent or make an unreasonable determination of the facts when it concluded that Reeves was not ineligible for the death penalty under \textit{Atkins v. Virginia}.\(^56\) Although Supreme Court precedent prohibits courts from weighing a person’s adaptive strengths against deficits in intellectual disability assessments,\(^57\) the Eleventh Circuit concluded that this did not happen in Reeves’s case.\(^58\) It echoed the Alabama

---

\(^49\) \textit{Id.} at 752.


\(^53\) Reeves, 138 S. Ct. at 26–27 (Sotomayor, J., dissenting from denial of certiorari).

\(^54\) \textit{Id.} at 28.

\(^55\) \textit{Id.}; Reeves v. State, 226 So. 3d 711, 747–48 (Ala. Crim. App. 2016) (“Thus, to overcome the strong presumption of effectiveness, a Rule 32 petitioner must, at his evidentiary hearing, question trial counsel regarding his or her actions and reasoning.” (quoting Stallworth v. State, 171 So. 3d 53, 92 (Ala. Crim App. 2013))).


\(^57\) See Moore v. Texas, 581 U.S. 1, 15–16 (2017); \textit{see also} Smith v. Comm’r, Ala. Dep’t of Corr., 924 F.3d 1330, 1337 (11th Cir. 2019) (“After Moore, states cannot ‘weigh’ an individual’s adaptive strengths against his adaptive deficits.”).

\(^58\) Reeves, 836 F. App’x at 742 (“[T]he Court of Criminal Appeals did not treat Mr. Reeves’ adaptive strengths as overriding his adaptive deficits; instead, it weighed con-
Court of Criminal Appeals’ assessment that, although Reeves did have low test scores in areas associated with adaptive deficits, those were attributable to the fact that he had been incarcerated shortly after turning eighteen and had not been able to build strength in those areas.  

Reeves’s ineffective assistance of counsel claim was, however, successful in the Eleventh Circuit.  

Tracking the reasoning in Justice Sotomayor’s dissent from denial of certiorari, the court concluded that the Alabama Court of Criminal Appeals had “unreasonably applied Strickland” when it relied on a “per se rule that trial counsel’s failure to testify was fatal to Mr. Reeves’ ineffective assistance of counsel claims” and “refus[ed] to consider or discuss the evidence in the record . . . establishing counsel’s deficient performance.”  

The Eleventh Circuit concluded that Reeves had provided ample evidence demonstrating his trial counsel’s deficient performance: a neuropsychologist was essential to Reeves’s mitigation case, Reeves’s counsel unreasonably failed to follow up, and critically, the psychologist who did testify at Reeves’s sentencing phase had warned trial counsel that her evaluations were not the type an expert would conduct for capital sentencing mitigation.  

The Supreme Court granted certiorari, vacated, and remanded without oral argument in a summary per curiam opinion. The Court faulted the Eleventh Circuit for being insufficiently deferential to Reeves’s trial counsel and the Alabama Court of Criminal Appeals. The Court’s response tracked an alarming pattern of judicial haste in capital cases, although Reeves at least received a short opinion explaining why the Court vacated the Eleventh Circuit’s judgment. The Supreme Court insisted that the Eleventh Circuit improperly “excised a single statement from a lengthy block quote” to support its conclusion that the Alabama Court of Criminal Appeals unreasonably applied Strickland by requiring trial counsel testimony in postconviction proceedings.

59. Id. at 743.
60. Id. at 734.
61. Id. at 747.
62. Id. at 748.
63. Id. at 749 (concluding that based on everything counsel knew at the time, “there can be no valid strategic reason” for failing to even contact the neuropsychologist).
66. Dunn, 141 S. Ct. at 2410.
67. See id. at 2420–21 (2021) (Sotomayor, J., dissenting) (identifying cases “in which this Court strains to reverse summarily any grants of relief to those facing execution”).
ineffective assistance of counsel claims. The Court bent over backwards to explain away the Alabama court’s insistence on counsel’s testimony in ineffective assistance of counsel claims.

Justice Sotomayor’s dissent critiqued the Court’s “linguistic contortion[s]” to “rescue[] the state court’s decision.” She wrote. Her dissent presented a far more accurate characterization of the Alabama Court of Criminal Appeals’ decision and identified multiple instances where the Supreme Court’s majority opinion provided a highly selective reading of that decision. She concluded that the “utterly implausible reading” transformed “‘deference’ . . . into a rule that federal habeas relief is never available to those facing execution.”

Reeves’s next claims to reach the Eleventh Circuit addressed the method of execution by which Alabama proposed to execute him. These claims, like many others, arose from actions that ADOC took following Alabama’s 2018 decision to adopt nitrogen gas as a method of execution.

Alabama law afforded any person sentenced to death one opportunity to elect nitrogen gas. Reeves and others who were sentenced to death before the statute was amended had thirty days to select nitrogen gas in writing as their preferred method of execution. Someone in that position who did not elect nitrogen gas by June 30, 2018 would permanently waive their opportunity to elect that method. Federal public defenders went to Alabama’s death row to discuss the change with their clients and provided a form their clients could use to elect the method.

With a few days left before the deadline, ADOC decided, although it is unclear how or why that decision was reached, to distribute the form to

---

68 Id. at 2410 (majority opinion).
69 See id. at 2412 ("In particular, the court twice said that it would consider ‘all the circumstances’ of the case, and it qualified its supposedly categorical rule by explaining that ‘counsel should ordinarly be afforded an opportunity to explain his actions before being denounced as ineffective.’ “ (quoting Reeves v. State, 226 So. 3d 711, 744, 747 (Ala. Crim. App. 2016))).
70 See id. at 2414 (Sotomayor, J., dissenting).
71 Id.
72 See id. at 2418–19 (critiquing the majority opinion’s analysis of the Alabama Court of Criminal Appeals opinion in Reeves’s case).
73 Id. at 2421.
74 Reeves v. Comm’r, Ala. Dep’t of Corr., 23 F.4th 1308, 1314 (11th Cir. 2022), application to vacate injunction granted by Hamm v. Reeves, 142 S. Ct. 743 (2022).
75 Id. at 1313.
77 Reeves, 23 F.4th at 1324.
78 Id. at 1313–14.
every person on Holman Prison’s death row, including Reeves.\textsuperscript{80} Corrections staff apparently collected completed forms the same day they were distributed.\textsuperscript{81} Reeves did not turn in the form electing nitrogen gas.\textsuperscript{82}

In January 2020, almost two years before Alabama set his execution date, Reeves sued ADOC, alleging that he was denied a reasonable accommodation under the Americans with Disabilities Act (“ADA”) because, based on his cognitive deficits, low IQ, and limited literacy, he was unable to read and understand the election form without assistance.\textsuperscript{83} The timing of Reeves’s suit is critical because a frequent critique of method-of-execution litigation is that it is dilatory, rather than substantive.\textsuperscript{84} The problem with this assertion is that many method-of-execution claims are “intrinsically delayed.”\textsuperscript{85} These sort of challenges cannot be litigated until a person facing execution learns about the protocol or discovers potential constitutional or statutory violations, none of which may be apparent during trial or other postconviction proceedings.\textsuperscript{86} This is true of Reeves’s case—his ADA claim did not exist until Alabama distributed the forms.\textsuperscript{87} That Reeves sued well before he even knew his execution date lends substantial support to the argument that he sought timely redress for the denial of his ADA rights instead of delay.\textsuperscript{88}

A speech pathologist testified that Reeves “could read at a 4th grade level but could only comprehend at a 1st grade level”—testimony that the state did not contradict,\textsuperscript{89} and indeed could not, because ADOC was aware that Reeves regularly required assistance reading and understanding various documents.\textsuperscript{90} The district court concluded that Reeves was a “‘qualified individual with a disability’” under the ADA, who did not receive the benefits

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{80} See Reeves, 23 F.4th at 1314 (“At some point between June 26, 2018, and the statutory deadline of June 30, 2018, Cynthia Stewart—who was then the Warden at Holman—obtained an election form created by the Federal Defenders for the Middle District of Alabama and had it distributed by Captain Jeff Emberton to every Holman death row inmate. She did so at the ‘direction of someone above her at the ADOC.’”) (quoting Reeves v. Dunn, 580 F. Supp. 3d 1060, 1066 (M.D. Ala. 2022)).
\textsuperscript{81} See id.
\textsuperscript{82} Id.
\textsuperscript{83} See id.
\textsuperscript{85} Id. at 1362.
\textsuperscript{86} Id. at 1368; Stephen Vladeck, \textit{The Shadow Docket} 108 (2023).
\textsuperscript{87} See Reeves v. Dunn, 580 F. Supp. 3d 1060, 1066 (M.D. Ala. 2022), vacated by Hamm v. Reeves, 142 S. Ct. 743, 743 (2022).
\textsuperscript{88} See Reeves v. Comm’r, Ala. Dep’t of Corr., 23 F.4th 1308, 1314 (11th Cir. 2022).
\textsuperscript{89} Id. at 1315.
\textsuperscript{90} Id. at 1316 (“Numerous other documents revealed that prison staff at Holman knew of Mr. Reeves’ disability, specifically his low reading level and comprehension abilities. ‘[M]ost informative,’ explained the court, was a 2015 inmate request slip from Mr. Reeves asking that some documents be read to him because he did not understand what they were.”) (quoting Reeves v. Dunn, 580 F. Supp. 3d 1060, 1076 (M.D. Ala. 2022)).
\end{footnotesize}
associated with the method-of-execution election form because ADOC did not provide him with a reasonable accommodation. It issued an injunction prohibiting Alabama from “executing Mr. Reeves by any method other than nitrogen hypoxia.”

The Eleventh Circuit unanimously affirmed the district court. There was ample evidence that supported the district court’s factual finding that ADOC was aware that Reeves needed assistance reviewing documents, including medical consent forms. ADOC asserted that, because the amended method-of-execution statute did not require any particular format to elect nitrogen gas, other than that the election must be made in writing, Reeves was unable to show that ADOC’s “failure to accommodate him prevented him from receiving the benefit of making the election.” It also asserted that, as Reeves had counsel, “nothing prevented him from understanding that he should discuss the election decision with his attorneys.” But, the Eleventh Circuit reasoned, because ADOC decided to distribute the forms, they were required to comply with their ADA obligations, and ADOC was unable to offer “any persuasive argument” why the district court erred in reaching that conclusion.

In concluding that the district court did not abuse its discretion when it assessed the equities before issuing a preliminary injunction, the Eleventh Circuit noted that ADOC had “represented” that it would be ready to execute with nitrogen gas “within the first three or four months of [2022].” The irreparable harm that Reeves faced—execution by lethal injection—outweighed any delay. The Eleventh Circuit observed that ADOC could not blame people on death row for those delays because Alabama had adopted the method nearly four years earlier and still could not execute with nitrogen: “[a]ny delay, then, in executing Mr. Reeves and any other death row inmate who elected nitrogen hypoxia is at this point attributable to Alabama.”

The Supreme Court vacated the injunction at 7:25 p.m. on January 27, 2022, the day of Reeves’s execution. The Court did not explain why.

---

91 Id. at 1314 (quoting Reeves v. Dunn, 580 F. Supp. 3d 1060, 1069 (M.D. Ala. 2022)).
92 Id.
93 Id. at 1325.
94 See id. at 1322–23.
95 Id. at 1324.
96 Id.
97 Id.
98 Id.
99 Id.
100 Id. at 1325.
Justice Barrett would have denied Alabama’s request to vacate the injunction, but did not join Justice Kagan’s dissent from the decision.\textsuperscript{103} Justice Kagan’s dissent emphasized the substantial factual record compiled in the district court and the Eleventh Circuit’s unanimity after “full briefing and argument.”\textsuperscript{104} She concluded that the Court “should have left the matter there, rather than enable Reeves’s execution by lethal injection to go forward. The Court has no warrant to reweigh the evidence offered below. And it has no other basis for reversing the detailed findings the District Court made to support the injunction.”\textsuperscript{105}

Matthew Reeves was executed that evening.\textsuperscript{106} He did not speak any last words.\textsuperscript{107} Media reports indicated that the execution proceeded quickly.\textsuperscript{108} His execution would be the last one in Alabama in 2022 that appeared to proceed typically.

B. Joe James, Jr.

Joe James, Jr., was first sentenced to death in 1996 for the murder of his former girlfriend, Faith Hall.\textsuperscript{109} James’s case has similarities with Reeves’s case. James’s lawyers presented limited mitigation evidence at trial.\textsuperscript{110} One of James’s death sentences was imposed after a nonunanimous verdict; the jury in his first trial split ten to two in favor of death.\textsuperscript{111} He received a unanimous recommendation at the conclusion of his second trial.\textsuperscript{112} James also challenged ADOC’s distribution of method-of-execution election forms, although he had weaker claims than Reeves.\textsuperscript{113} Unlike Reeves, however, ADOC botched James’s execution.


\textsuperscript{102} See Hamm v. Reeves, 142 S. Ct. 743, 743 (2022); see also Erskine, supra note 101.

\textsuperscript{103} Hamm, 142 S. Ct. at 743; Erskine, supra note 101.

\textsuperscript{104} See Hamm, 142 S. Ct. at 743–44 (Kagan, J., dissenting) (“In granting a preliminary injunction, the District Court considered a written record of more than 2,000 pages, heard more than seven hours of testimony and oral argument, and detailed its findings in a 37-page decision.”).

\textsuperscript{105} Id. at 744.

\textsuperscript{106} Smith, supra note 101.

\textsuperscript{107} Id. (“Reeves had no final words, no final meal and no spiritual advisor present for his execution, which took place despite claims that he was intellectually disabled.”).

\textsuperscript{108} Id.

\textsuperscript{109} James v. State, 723 So. 2d 776, 777–78 (Ala. Crim. App. 1998). James’s first conviction was reversed after the trial court incorrectly admitted four police reports that contained hearsay statements without requiring the state show that the statements fell within any hearsay exceptions. Id. at 781, 784.

\textsuperscript{110} See James v. Warden, 957 F.3d 1184, 1190 (11th Cir. 2020).

\textsuperscript{111} James v. State, 723 So. 2d at 777–78.


\textsuperscript{113} See infra notes 142–147 and accompanying text.
James had two attorneys appointed during his second trial.\textsuperscript{114} Only one of his lawyers had experience handling capital cases.\textsuperscript{115} The inexperienced lawyer was responsible for “develop[ing] the facts surrounding the murder” but “did nothing to prepare for the penalty phase or to investigate possible mitigation evidence . . . although he presented the defense argument during the penalty phase.”\textsuperscript{116} According to the inexperienced lawyer, the experienced attorney “had primary responsibility for investigating mitigation evidence.”\textsuperscript{117} The experienced attorney’s mitigation investigation was limited; she met with James and he provided her with his grandmother’s contact information, although he did not give her any other family member contacts.\textsuperscript{118} The experienced attorney did speak with James’s mother, but “his mother did not want to get involved.”\textsuperscript{119} This ended the mitigation investigation: James’s experienced attorney did not contact any other family members, former partners, or seek “school, employment, social services, medical, or prison records.”\textsuperscript{120} Nor did she seek funding for psychological evaluations or review any existing evaluations in James’s records because “there was no indication in speaking with him that he had any mental problems.”\textsuperscript{112} The experienced attorney asked James “what mitigation evidence she could use for the sentencing proceeding, and he told her none.”\textsuperscript{112}

James initially expressed to his lawyers that he intended to plead guilty and that he did not want his family involved with his case.\textsuperscript{123} The state was willing to accept his guilty plea in exchange for a life sentence.\textsuperscript{124} On the day of trial, James changed his mind and decided to go to trial.\textsuperscript{125} According to the Eleventh Circuit’s opinion affirming the district court’s denial of habeas, he made that decision because “he had it pretty good on death row.”\textsuperscript{126} James’s second capital murder trial began “immediately.”\textsuperscript{118}
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  \item[114] James v. Warden, 957 F.3d at 1187.
  \item[115] Id.
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  \item[122] Id. at 1188.
  \item[123] Id. at 1187. It is not unusual for a person facing a death sentence to initially distrust their attorneys. See William M. Bowen, Jr., A Former Alabama Appellate Judge’s Perspective on the Mitigation Function in Capital Cases, 36 Hofstra L. Rev. 805, 813 (2008).
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James's mother and sister "surprised" James's attorneys when they attended the second day of trial. The experienced attorney spoke with James's sister, who asserted that James's father had abused him, but the attorney did not present her testimony because she had also related "stories about violent episodes in James's past . . . ." James's mother did not want to testify during the penalty phase. James denied that he had been abused. James's denials are unsurprising. Developing mitigation testimony takes time and requires building relationships of trust with a client and possible mitigation witnesses. James's attorneys did not present any mitigating evidence during the penalty phase. Instead, James's inexperienced attorney asserted that James was less culpable because of his youth, "emotional immaturity," and the "influence of strong emotions" at the time he killed Hall.

Like Reeves, James's postconviction proceedings revealed more mitigation evidence than his trial counsel had uncovered during their limited investigation. Witnesses testified about neglect, family violence, James's mother's alcohol use during her pregnancy, and a family history of mental illness. Other mitigating evidence included a police report stating that the victim had attacked James several months before the murder and psychological evaluations indicating that James "demonstrated 'schizoid characteristics,' and a psychometric test score indicating that James might exhibit a thought disorder." The Alabama Court of Criminal Appeals had concluded that James had failed to show deficient performance because counsel did some investigation "despite James's lack of cooperation and instructions not or to the beginning of trial." See James v. Culliver, No. CV-10-S-2929-S, 2014 WL 4926178, at *77 (N.D. Ala. Sept. 30, 2014). James's attorneys claimed they were not aware of the nature of the assault, but a bailiff had informed them that James had "been in an 'altercation' or 'fistfight' during the weekend." Id. The district court concluded this claim lacked merit because James did not show that anyone told trial counsel about the attempted assault, that the attempt "actually affected his decision to reject a plea bargain or that a continuance would have changed his mind." Id. at *78.

James v. Warden, 957 F.3d at 1188.
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Id.

Id.

Id.
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See Bowen, supra note 123, at 813–14 (discussing mitigation investigation practices); see also Helen G. Berrigan, The Indispensable Role of the Mitigation Specialist in a Capital Case: A View from the Federal Bench, 36 Hofstra L. Rev. 819, 825–26 (2008) ("Enlisting the trust of the defendant and family members alone may take repeated visits. The defendant and family members have the firsthand information needed for an effective defense, but are often not forthcoming because the information is highly personal.").
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Id. at 1188–89.


James v. Warden, 957 F.3d at 1189.
to present mitigating evidence."138 It also determined that James had not shown prejudice because he had told counsel not to present mitigation and because the evidence he had introduced at postconviction was "not compelling" and would not have changed the outcome, although the court did not explain why that evidence would not be compelling beyond listing the aggravating circumstances.139

The Eleventh Circuit did not bother to assess whether the state court reasonably applied the deficient performance prong of Strickland, instead it focused on the absence of prejudice.140 After noting that the mitigation investigation was "charitably described by the state court as 'limited,'" it reasoned that because there was no evidence that James would have let his attorneys show mitigation evidence, James was unable to show that "that helpful mitigation evidence would have been heard by the jury even if his counsel's performance had been beyond reproach," or that the jury might have recommended a life sentence after hearing that evidence.141

James unsuccessfully sought another opportunity to elect nitrogen gas execution.142 He had received the form and had not selected that method.143 James asserted that his equal protection rights were violated because other people on death row who were represented by federal public defenders had entered into an agreement with the Attorney General to end a lawsuit challenging the state's lethal injection protocol that allowed them to elect nitrogen gas as a method of execution.144 People who opted for nitrogen gas had not received execution dates because the protocol was not yet complete, even if their cases were older than James's.145 But James had counsel at the time the form was distributed, and the Eleventh Circuit reasoned that he could have asked his attorney for an explanation of the form.146 The Supreme Court denied James's application for a stay of execution.147

138 Id. at 1190; James v. State, 61 So. 3d at 376–77. But see Zohra Ahmed, The Right to Counsel in a Neoliberal Age, 69 UCLA L. Rev. 442, 519 (2022) ("The Court has taken for granted that friction and mistrust between lawyers and clients are inevitable, and has neglected to consider that these conflicts can be attributed to the political and economic choices that orchestrate abandonment . . . .").
139 James v. State, 61 So. 3d at 378.
140 James v. Warden, 957 F.3d at 1191 (acknowledging that it is "easier" to dispose of an ineffective assistance of counsel claim on the prejudice prong and "declin[ing] James's invitation to evaluate his counsel's mitigation investigation").
141 Id. at 1191–93.
143 Id. at *5.
144 Id. at *2.
145 Id. at *6.
146 Id. at *7.
As James’s execution approached, Faith Hall’s family asked Governor Ivey for clemency. Hall’s family insisted she would not have wanted James to be executed and that they believed the execution would only exacerbate their trauma. They explained why they would not be attending James’s execution:

We hoped the state wouldn’t take a life simply because a life was taken and we have forgiven Mr. Joe Nathan James Jr. for his atrocities toward our family. We have relied upon our faith to get us through these dark days. Although we knew this day would come, we hoped to have our voices heard through this process. . . . We pray that God allows us to find healing after today and that one day our criminal justice system will listen to the cries of families like ours even if it goes against what the state wishes. Our voices matter and so does the life of Mr. Joe Nathan James, Jr.


The execution got off to a strange start. ADOC attempted to block a journalist from attending the execution as a media witness because of the length of her skirt. The execution began three hours late. Witnesses reported that James “did not open his eyes or show any deliberate movements at any point during the procedure.” He did not speak any last words.

---


150 Victim’s Family Opposes Execution of Joe James, supra note 148.


152 The journalist, Ivana Hryniuk, reported that she had worn the same skirt to other executions without complaint. Ivana Hryniuk Shatara (@IvanaSuzette), TWITTER (July 28, 2022, 9:02 PM), https://twitter.com/IvanaSuzette/status/1552867043984265219 [https://perma.cc/2ZEL-DHJ6]; Tim Stelioh, An Alabama Reporter Said Her Skirt Was Deemed Too Short for Inmate’s Execution so She Wore Waders, TODAY (Aug. 1, 2022, 7:31 PM), https://www.today.com/news/news/alabama-reporter-said-skirt-was-deemed-short-inmates-execution-wore-wa-rcna41071 [https://perma.cc/GPP7-A6ZD]. Hryniuk ended up wearing a pair of fisherman’s waders to the execution. Id. ADOC also made her change her shoes. Id.
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ALABAMA EXECUTIONS

ADOC officials initially claimed that “‘nothing out of the ordinary’ happened,” but eventually admitted that the execution team had difficulty establishing IV lines.\(^{157}\)

Dr. Joel Zivot, an expert on lethal injection, who arranged for and was present during an independent autopsy for James, concluded that James’s body showed many puncture wounds and lacerations suggesting that ADOC attempted a “cutdown” to access James’s veins.\(^{158}\) Elizabeth Bruenig, reporting for The Atlantic, attended the autopsy and described in some detail the many puncture marks, bruising, and unusual lacerations on James’s arms.\(^{159}\) A complaint in one of the later cases includes an autopsy photograph of James’s antecubital region. It shows a straight laceration with bruising nearby and several additional thinner cuts.\(^{160}\) Bruenig consulted with other experts who suggested that the other cuts around the deeper cut may have been caused if James moved while the state attempted to cut into his arm to access a vein.\(^{161}\) The official state autopsy concluded there was no evidence of a cutdown procedure, although it did not count the number of puncture wounds or offer an explanation for the cuts on James’s arm.\(^{162}\) It is not yet known what happened to James during the three-hour delay, but evidence and the events during Alabama’s attempted executions leads to the conclusion that something atypical happened.

In addition to the unusual marks, James’s silence during his execution suggested to witnesses that James was not conscious.\(^{163}\) ADOC initially de-

\(^{156}\) Alabama’s Execution of Joe Nathan James, Jr., supra note 153 (“Alabama Department of Corrections Commissioner John Hamm said immediately after the execution that he ‘did not know’ if the execution team had issues finding a vein and that ‘nothing out of the ordinary’ happened.”).


\(^{159}\) Bruenig, supra note 151.

\(^{160}\) See Second Amended Complaint, supra note 158, at 19.

\(^{161}\) Bruenig, supra note 151.


\(^{163}\) See Bruenig, supra note 151 (interviewing James’s last attorney, who expressed concern that his client had not offered final words because it was out of character); see also Complaint, supra note 162 at 12–13.
nied that James had been sedated, but later “said they could not confirm that James was fully conscious when he was executed.” Dr. Zivot asserted that James had additional puncture marks that were not in a location consistent with attempts to achieve venous access. The uncertain circumstances of James’s execution raised grave concerns for the two other men Alabama intended to execute in 2022, and both of them sought stays based in part on what may have happened to James.

C. Alan Miller

Alan Miller was convicted of capital murder in 2000 for the murders of Lee Michael Holdbrooks, Christopher Yancy, and Terry Lee Jarvis. Like Reeves and James, Miller brought ineffective assistance of counsel claims and received a ten to two jury recommendation for death. Miller’s litigation over nitrogen gas provided a more revealing picture of how ADOC distributed and collected the forms. And, like James, Alabama botched Miller’s execution, although Miller survived.

Miller was appointed counsel who had some experience in capital defense, and he initially pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity. His counsel applied for, and received funds to hire mental health experts to assess Miller. Miller withdrew his insanity plea after the forensic psychiatrist his attorneys retained determined that, although he was suffering from mental illness, he did not meet Alabama’s definition of insanity at the time he committed the murders. Miller’s attorney decided to focus on the penalty phase of the case because the “the State’s evidence of Miller’s guilt ‘was too overwhelming to seriously contest.’”

Miller’s lawyer focused on a “diminished-capacity defense” in the penalty phase and argued that the state had not proven any aggravating circumstances. The sole aggravating factor the state proved was that the homi-

164 Hrynkiw, supra note 158.
165 See Second Amended Complaint, supra note 158, at 19.
167 See id.
171 Id.
172 Id. at *5–6; Miller v. State, 913 So. 2d at 1158.
173 Miller v. State, 913 So. 2d at 1159.
174 Id. at 1160.
cides were “especially heinous, atrocious, or cruel compared to other capital offenses.” Miller’s only witness during the penalty phase was the forensic psychiatrist. The forensic psychiatrist testified that based on the evidence from the offense, interviews with Miller and his family members, and psychological testing, Miller “suffered from a delusional disorder that substantially impaired his rational ability.”

Miller’s lawyer did not call any family members to testify because he believed “the support Miller had from his family members during trial was affecting the jury in a positive way. . . . and he did not want to detract from this sympathy by putting family members on the stand.”

The jury recommended a death sentence by a ten to two vote, though the jury form did not indicate how many jurors found the state had proved an aggravating factor beyond reasonable doubt. The trial court did not make factual findings about the aggravating circumstance. Miller moved for a new trial based on ineffective assistance of counsel and his mental state at the time of the homicides. The trial court held a hearing, then denied the motion without making any findings of fact or entering a written order, even though Miller had offered new evidence during the hearing.

On direct appeal, the Alabama Court of Criminal Appeals remanded Miller’s case so the trial court could make the necessary factual findings on its denial of Miller’s motion for a new trial and the aggravating circumstance that warranted the imposition of the death penalty. On return from remand, the Alabama Court of Criminal Appeals rejected all of Miller’s arguments about ineffective assistance of counsel, concluding that trial counsel was not ineffective because Miller did not provide additional mitigating evidence his lawyer did not uncover or fail to consider. It decided that the decision to concede guilt was “well-reasoned” because it allowed counsel to prioritize the strategy that had the greatest chance of success in saving Miller’s life. It also affirmed the trial court’s findings about the aggravating circumstance because the victims had experienced both physical and psychological suffering and had been killed “execution style.” A homicide in
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Alabama can be “especially heinous, atrocious, or cruel” when there is time for a person facing death to realize that they are about to die.  

The district court denied Miller’s habeas petition, and the Eleventh Circuit affirmed. During Miller’s direct appeal, the Supreme Court had decided Ring v. Arizona, which requires that capital defendants receive “a jury determination of any fact on which the legislature conditions an increase in their maximum punishment.” In capital proceedings, this means the jury must find any aggravating factors because such findings are necessary to impose a death sentence. The Alabama Court of Criminal Appeals had concluded that the jury’s recommendation for death “indicated that it must have found the existence of the aggravating circumstance.” The trial court had told the jury that it could not vote on whether to recommend a death sentence unless it first unanimously found an aggravating circumstance “beyond a reasonable doubt,” so the ten to two recommendation for a death sentence “established that the jury unanimously found” the aggravating circumstance. The jury form did not indicate if the jury actually unanimously found the aggravating factor; the jury sent a note asking if they could “have a sentence if we have the appropriate number of required votes but we have one juror undecided?” This, the Eleventh Circuit decided, was not an unreasonable application of Ring. It explained that the jury had to have made the findings based on its sentencing recommendation and the remand was only to satisfy compliance with the requirement of specific factual findings for the “‘especially heinous’” aggravating factor—even though the Alabama Court of Criminal Appeals had remanded the case for the judge to make the findings.

Miller’s sentence did not violate Hurst v. Florida. In Hurst, the Supreme Court had concluded that Florida’s capital sentencing scheme violated the Sixth Amendment. Like Alabama, Florida’s system required juries to make recommendations, followed by specific fact-finding by the trial
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judge who imposed the death sentence. The Eleventh Circuit rejected Miller’s arguments because years before Hurst, the Supreme Court had upheld the constitutionality of Alabama’s capital sentencing scheme in Harris v. Alabama, even though Hurst overruled the decisions that Harris relied on. Further, Hurst was not retroactive on collateral review—meaning that it could not apply to Miller.

The Eleventh Circuit also rejected Miller’s ineffective assistance of counsel claims about his mental health at the time of the murders because it concluded that the decision not to pursue an insanity defense was a strategic choice. An expert Miller retained for postconviction proceedings had testified that Miller “had experienced a dissociative episode during the shootings that ‘impaired his ability to appreciate the nature and quality or wrongfulness of his acts,’” but did not conclude that Miller satisfied the legal threshold for insanity. Although Miller’s trial attorney had failed to provide the expert with all of Miller’s psychological evaluation materials, the Eleventh Circuit decided that was not sufficient to show prejudice because the trial expert did not say his opinion had changed after reviewing the materials he had not seen before trial.

Miller had identified significant mitigation evidence during habeas proceedings that he said his trial counsel should have presented: poverty, abuse, neglect, a family history of drug abuse and severe mental illness, evidence that he had behaved “strangely” before the shootings, and that he had positive traits including close and caring relationships with his siblings. Miller’s sole witness during the penalty phase—the forensic psychiatrist—testified to some of this information. The Eleventh Circuit decided that the Alabama Court of Criminal Appeals “reasonably held that Mr. Miller failed to show prejudice from his trial counsel’s failure to present additional mitigating evidence and his appellate counsel’s failure to investigate and preserve the issue of trial counsel’s alleged ineffectiveness.” This, the Eleventh Circuit explained, was because of the “three murders he committed and the way in which he carried them out.” And yet, even after hear-
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ing that evidence, two jurors did not recommend a death sentence and it was unclear what the jury found.\textsuperscript{212}

As his execution approached, Miller filed suit seeking to be executed by nitrogen gas instead of lethal injection.\textsuperscript{213} Miller claimed he had received the nitrogen gas election form, completed it, and returned it when the prison staff collected the forms.\textsuperscript{214} The state insisted they had no record of receiving Miller’s form.\textsuperscript{215} Miller asserted that ADOC’s haphazard form distribution and collection procedures deprived him of procedural due process and the equal protection of the laws; and that the choice to execute Miller by lethal injection was “arbitrary and capricious in violation of the Eighth Amendment,” though he did not challenge the constitutionality of lethal injection or nitrogen gas.\textsuperscript{216}

The evidentiary hearing revealed more detail about ADOC’s distribution and collection.\textsuperscript{217} Warden Cynthia Stewart testified that she received an order to distribute forms, but could not recall who told her to do it.\textsuperscript{218} The officer who distributed the forms testified that the warden told him “not to write anything down, not to write anyone’s name down, and not to keep track of who submitted a form.”\textsuperscript{219} Nobody could recall what day the forms were distributed or even when they were collected and turned in.\textsuperscript{220} The warden’s administrative assistant scanned the forms ADOC received.\textsuperscript{221} There did not appear to be a process to track who submitted forms or when ADOC received forms, either by mail from federal public defenders or corrections officers.\textsuperscript{222}

The corrections officer testified that he handed out forms in the morning and tried to explain the purpose of the form to each individual, unless someone was asleep, in which case he tried to wake them and left the form in their cell.\textsuperscript{223} Warden Stewart testified that the people on death row could return forms by “giv[ing] their completed forms to a staff member, giv[ing] the forms to her when she made rounds through the facility, or they could place their forms in a locked collection box, which was emptied daily and

\textsuperscript{212} Id. at 745.
\textsuperscript{214} Id. at *3.
\textsuperscript{215} Id.
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\textsuperscript{223} Id. at *5.
given to the warden’s secretary.” The people held on death row in Alabama are locked in their cells for twenty-three hours a day.

Miller testified that ADOC staff had difficulty finding veins to draw blood in the past and that he did not like needles. He described receiving the form and considering his options and, although “he did not want to die at all,” he signed the form and placed “it in a slot between the bars” where ADOC staff usually collected completed documents.

In granting Miller’s request for a preliminary injunction on September 19, 2022, the district court observed that the motion was “fully briefed” and it had reviewed “hundreds of pages of evidence” and heard testimony from Miller. The district court concluded that Miller was "substantially credible" and that his testimony was consistent with the testimony from the ADOC officer who distributed the forms. The district court observed that Alabama did not refute Miller’s testimony about submitting a form; it “simply argue[d] that Miller did not do what he now claims he did because the State does not have a copy of Miller’s completed form. . . .” While the state offered some circumstantial evidence that “potentially indirectly” undermined Miller’s claims, the absence of any organized policy or process for distributing, collecting, and logging the forms undercut the weight of that evidence. Other people on death row had also reported difficulty having their forms collected and tracked. The district court acknowledged it was possible that Miller had brought this claim to delay his execution, but concluded it was “substantially likely” that Miller did pick nitrogen gas, which was sufficient to carry Miller’s burden of proof for a preliminary injunction.

Like Reeves’s case, the delay Miller sought would be minimal; the court acknowledged that Alabama could not execute Miller by nitrogen gas on his scheduled date, but ADOC “just recently appears to be ready to announce its plan to begin conducting executions by nitrogen hypoxia.” Any delay in executions was “attributable to the State, not Miller” because Alabama had
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authorized the method in 2018.\textsuperscript{235} The district court also concluded that Miller did not unreasonably delay his lawsuit in federal court—he had first learned that ADOC intended to execute him by lethal injection in May 2022 and had exhausted available state remedies before filing suit in federal court.\textsuperscript{236}

The Eleventh Circuit denied Alabama’s motion to stay the preliminary injunction the day of Miller’s scheduled execution.\textsuperscript{237} The district court had made detailed factual findings that Alabama did not “challenge as clearly erroneous.”\textsuperscript{238} It agreed substantially with the district court’s reasoning, emphasizing that ADOC “chose not to keep a log or list of those inmates who submitted an election form choosing nitrogen hypoxia” and had lost other forms.\textsuperscript{239} Peculiarly, Alabama had not argued that it suffered, or would suffer any irreparable harm from delaying the execution.\textsuperscript{240} Any delay would, the Eleventh Circuit observed, be minimal because ADOC repeatedly asserted that it would be ready to carry out nitrogen gas executions soon.\textsuperscript{241}

As in Reeves’s case, the Supreme Court rejected the lower courts’ determinations without explanation.\textsuperscript{242} It vacated the district court’s preliminary injunction just after 9:00 p.m. over the disagreements of Justices Sotomayor, Kagan, Barrett, and Jackson.\textsuperscript{243} The execution began less than an hour later.\textsuperscript{244} The witnesses for Miller’s execution were present, but then were told without explanation that the execution had been called off and sent away.\textsuperscript{245} Alabama sought a new execution date for Miller, who sued, asserting among other claims, that “a second attempt to execute him by lethal injection would violate the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments.”\textsuperscript{246}
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Miller was brought to the death chamber shortly before 10:00 p.m.\textsuperscript{247} He asserted that his arms were strapped into a “stress position above his head” because he is “apparently shorter than the height the gurney was designed for,” causing “pain in his chest, neck, and arms.”\textsuperscript{248} Two men, dressed in medical scrubs, entered and spent approximately ninety minutes attempting to find a vein.\textsuperscript{249} They first tried Miller’s antecubital areas, slapping the area for “long periods” and making repeated punctures.\textsuperscript{250} They did not respond when Miller told them it was painful.\textsuperscript{251}

The IV team next tried and failed to obtain venous access in Miller’s right hand and punctured his skin several times.\textsuperscript{252} The men also tried to access a vein in Miller’s right foot, and “inserted a needle . . . which caused Miller sudden and severe pain.”\textsuperscript{253} Miller asserted that he thought “the men in scrubs hit a nerve.”\textsuperscript{254} The two men kept working. They stuck Miller’s right foot more times with the needle, then simultaneously tried to puncture both of his arms.\textsuperscript{255}

A third man entered and began feeling Miller’s neck.\textsuperscript{256} Nobody responded when Miller asked if they were going to put a needle in his neck.\textsuperscript{257} Then, after a knock, the IV team stopped working, and Miller was left alone, bleeding, hanging from the gurney that a guard had raised to a vertical position.\textsuperscript{258} An ADOC employee entered the death chamber and told Miller that his execution had been postponed without further explanation.\textsuperscript{259}

Miller was finally removed from the death chamber and taken to the medical unit to be cleaned up, although he did not receive any medical assistance for the physical pain he was experiencing.\textsuperscript{260} Guards took Miller back to “the execution holding cell, where he curled into a fetal position on the cot in the cell for many hours.”\textsuperscript{261}

The district court decided that Miller had brought a viable Eighth Amendment claim.\textsuperscript{262} Although the Constitution does not require a painless execution, Miller had plausibly alleged that being subjected to another le-
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th injection execution would be cruel and unusual punishment.\textsuperscript{263} The district court also concluded that because ADOC had not attempted to determine what had gone wrong, it was “plausible to infer that a second attempt to execute [him] by lethal injection will likely expose him, for a second time, to the same extreme pain and suffering over the same period, if not longer.”\textsuperscript{264}

Alabama and Miller settled after Alabama agreed not to attempt to execute him by lethal injection again.\textsuperscript{265} If Alabama attempts to execute Miller, then it will do so by nitrogen gas.\textsuperscript{266}

Alabama had one more execution scheduled in 2022.\textsuperscript{267} After what happened to Miller, Kenneth Smith’s warrant litigation took on greater urgency.

\textbf{D. Kenneth Smith}

Kenneth Smith was first convicted of capital murder in 1989 for the murder of Elizabeth Sennett in a murder-for-hire case.\textsuperscript{268} Smith’s case displays similar patterns to the other cases discussed above. Smith brought ineffective assistance of counsel claims and he had a nonunanimous jury recommendations.\textsuperscript{269} Smith did litigate about nitrogen gas, but his method-of-execution litigation drew substantially on what had happened during

\textsuperscript{263} \textit{Id} at *13–14. (“Miller does not claim that the use of needles or venous access per se is cruel and unusual punishment. Rather, ‘[t]he cruel and unusual punishment is Defendants subjecting Mr. Miller to the same traumatic and painful experience for a second time.’”).

\textsuperscript{264} \textit{Id}. at *13.


\textsuperscript{266} \textit{Id}.


James's and Miller's executions—like Miller, Smith survived his execution because the IV team was unable to achieve venous access.270

In Smith’s first trial, the jury recommended a death sentence in a ten to two vote.271 At the conclusion of Smith’s second trial in 1996, the jury recommended a sentence of life without parole in an eleven-to-one vote.272 At the time, however, Alabama permitted judges to override jury recommendations.273 The judge overrode the jury’s recommendation and sentenced Smith to death.274 The judge described the jury’s recommendation as a “mitigating factor,” but observed that they were “allowed to hear an emotional appeal from the defendant’s mother.”275 The sole aggravating factor the trial judge found was that Smith committed the murder for “pecuniary gain.”276 The trial judge found multiple other mitigating factors.277

In federal postconviction proceedings, Smith’s ineffective assistance of counsel claims focused primarily on his attorney’s errors during the guilt phase of his second trial rather than a failure to investigate and build a mitigation case.278 Smith did argue that his lawyer provided ineffective assistance during the penalty phase due to a conflict of interest.279 Smith had reported a possible plot to harm a guard to that guard, who later found weapons in a cell shared by two other prisoners.280 Smith’s lawyer called the guard to testify, and an expert on “correctional issues” who expressed that Smith could be safely incarcerated in a “maximum security prison rather than death row.”281 Smith’s lawyer, however, represented “one of the co-conspirators in the alleged plot against the guard.”282 Smith argued that his lawyer did not “push back” against the prosecution’s aggressive cross-examination because to do so would have been harmful to the interests of his other client.283 The district court concluded that Smith had not established a conflict of interest because he did not identify sufficient facts to

272 Id.
273 Sarat, supra note 269; see also id. (“[T]he trial court overrode the jury’s recommendation and sentenced Smith to death.”).
275 Id. at *18.
276 Id. at *5.
277 Id. at *6 (identifying mitigating factors).
278 See id. at *25–40 (discussing Smith’s arguments about ineffective assistance of counsel during the guilt phase).
279 Id. at *40.
280 Id.
281 Id.
282 Id.
283 Id.
suggest that counsel had not elicited additional details about the plot, and
the guard who testified could not provide additional details because the plot
“never materialized.”

Smith also challenged the constitutionality of the judge’s decision to
override the jury’s recommendation. He argued the court improperly fo-
cused exclusively on the aggravating factor and failed to give him the indi-
vidualized consideration that the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments re-
quire because the court found multiple mitigating factors and only one
aggravating factor. Smith asserted that the trial court failed to accord suf-
ficient weight to the jury’s recommendation for life because it dismissed the
jury’s decision as the product of an “emotional appeal” from Smith’s moth-
er. Smith also argued that permitting judges to override jury recommen-
dations interfered with individualized determinations because the pressure
to be reelected makes judges more likely to impose death sentences.

The federal district court decided that Smith’s arguments about his
mother’s testimony and judicial political pressure were procedurally barred
because he did not present those arguments in state court. It concluded
that Smith had failed to demonstrate that the Alabama Court of Criminal
Appeals unreasonably applied Supreme Court precedent or made unreason-
able determinations of the facts when it decided the trial court had properly
evaluated the aggravating and mitigating circumstances.

Smith’s Ring claim was more compelling; a jury, rather than a judge, is
required to find any fact that increases a defendant’s maximum punishment;
therefore his jury should have made the appropriate findings and weighed
the mitigating evidence. The Alabama Court of Criminal Appeals had
concluded that convicting Smith of murder for pecuniary gain was sufficient
to make the determination of the fact that could increase Smith’s punish-
ment to death. Even though this happened during the guilt phase, this de-
cision satisfied Ring because the overlap between the conviction and the ag-
gravating circumstance made Smith death-eligible.

The Eleventh Circuit granted Smith a certificate of appealability only on
the issue of whether he was prejudiced by his trial attorney’s failure to chal-

---
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285 Id. at *21.
286 Id. at *18.
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288 Id. at *21.
289 Id. at *18 (rejecting the “emotional appeal” argument); id. at *21 (rejecting the “politi-
cal pressure” argument).
290 Id. at *19.
291 See id. at *22.
292 See id. at *24.
293 See id. at *24 (“Thus, every fact that made Smith death-eligible was found by the jury,
beyond a reasonable doubt, at the guilt phase of the trial. This is what Ring requires.”); see also Lee v. Comm’r, Ala. Dep’t of Corr., 726 F.3d 1172, 1198 (11th Cir. 2013).
lengthen the validity of a search warrant.\(^{294}\) The panel disposed of Smith’s claim swiftly, deciding Smith could not show prejudice because the warrant was facially valid under Alabama law.\(^{295}\) The Supreme Court denied certiorari in February 2022,\(^{296}\) and in September, the Alabama Supreme Court set Smith’s execution date for November 17, 2022.\(^{297}\)

Smith’s method-of-execution litigation relied on similar arguments to other challenges in the 2022 executions.\(^{298}\) Smith had not picked nitrogen gas during the 30-day election period.\(^{299}\) He asserted that at the time, he did not know that ADOC did not have a nitrogen gas execution protocol, the lack of which led to “indefinite” execution delays, and if he had known that his choice was between a delayed execution or a risky lethal injection protocol, he would have picked nitrogen gas.\(^{300}\) Smith argued that this violated his due process rights because he was not sufficiently informed to knowingly and voluntarily waive his right to be executed by nitrogen.\(^{301}\) The district court concluded that this argument could not overcome the statute of limitations for bringing a method-of-execution challenge.\(^{302}\)

Smith also challenged the constitutionality of Alabama’s lethal injection protocol.\(^{303}\) The district court determined that the statute of limitations had expired on this claim, either because Alabama had adopted lethal injection in 2002, or because Alabama had probably last modified its execution protocol in 2019.\(^{304}\) Smith argued that the unusual length of James’s execution, as well as the suspected cut-down and intramuscular sedation showed alterations to the protocol, meaning his suit was not time-barred.\(^{305}\) The district court disagreed, in part because Smith had challenged the entire protocol,

\(^{294}\) Smith v. Comm’r, Ala. Dep’t of Corr., 850 F. App’x 726, 728 (11th Cir. 2021).
\(^{295}\) Id. at 730.
\(^{296}\) Smith v. Hamm, 142 S. Ct. 1108 (2022).
\(^{298}\) Smith had challenged the constitutionality of Alabama’s method of execution in his federal habeas petition, asserting that it inflicted unconstitutional pain in violation of the Eighth Amendment. Smith v. Dunn, No. 2:15-CV-0384-AKK, 2019 WL 4338349, at *51 (N.D. Ala. Sept. 12, 2019). The district court denied the claim because it was more properly brought as an action under 42 U.S.C. § 1983. Id.
\(^{299}\) Id. Smith v. Hamm, No. 2:22-CV-497-RAH, 2022 WL 10198154, at *2 (M.D. Ala. Oct. 16, 2022), Smith had argued that he did not actually receive an election form, but the district court concluded that this claim expired in 2020, two years after the period for picking nitrogen gas ended. Id. at *6 n.9.
\(^{300}\) Id. at *2.
\(^{301}\) Id.
\(^{302}\) Id. at *6.
\(^{303}\) Id. at *2 (“Smith alleges that Alabama’s three-drug lethal injection protocol violates his right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment under the Eighth Amendment.”).
\(^{304}\) Id. at *3.
\(^{305}\) Id. at *4.
rather than specific deviations by ADOC. ADOC denied using either a cut-down or intramuscular sedation during James’s execution and assured the district court that they would not use those procedures in Smith’s or any other execution. The district court dismissed Smith’s Eighth Amendment claim, but directed ADOC to strictly comply with its execution protocols. “Sanctions will be swift and serious,” the court warned, “if counsel and the Commissioner do not honor or abide by their representations and stipulations.”

Smith sought leave to amend his complaint, which the district court denied on November 9, 2022. Smith’s proposed amended complaint relied on the events during James’s execution and Miller’s attempted execution to allege that he faced a substantial risk of severe pain during his own execution. The district court rejected these arguments because it concluded there was insufficient information about the “severity or duration of pain” that James might have experienced and whether ADOC’s alleged deviations from its protocols lasted the entire time “James was hidden from the public eye.” The district court also rejected Smith’s arguments about the risk of pulmonary edema from lethal injection execution because it concluded there was not enough information about whether Smith had a sufficient risk of pulmonary edema from lethal injection and the likely pain from that condition. Because the Eighth Amendment does not prohibit all pain in executions, Smith had not presented sufficient information to show a risk of severe and unnecessary pain. The district court concluded that its order directing ADOC to adhere to the execution protocol reduced the risk of pain. The district court also reasoned that Miller’s failed execution was not sufficient to show that Smith faced the same risk without more specific evidence.

The Eleventh Circuit reversed in a per curiam opinion issued on the afternoon of Smith’s scheduled execution. The Eleventh Circuit concluded
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308 Id. at *5; see also Second Amended Complaint, supra note 158, at 15.
311 Id. at *5–6.
312 Id. at *5.
313 Id.
314 Id.
315 Id.
316 Id. at *6–7.
317 See Smith v. Comm’r, Ala. Dep’t of Corr., No. 22-13781, 2022 WL 17069492, at *1 (11th Cir. Nov. 17, 2022); see also Evan Meilin, Timeline in Alabama’s Failed Attempt to Execute Kenneth Smith, MONTGOMERY ADVERTISER https://www.montgomeryadver
that the district court should have granted Smith leave to amend his complaint because Smith had plausibly pleaded that Alabama’s protocol, which did not specify how long the IV team could take to access a vein, presented an intolerable risk of pain based in part on James’s and Miller’s executions and in part on Smith’s physical condition.\textsuperscript{318} This, it reasoned, presented a plausible allegation that ADOC would have “extreme difficulty” in accessing Smith’s veins, leading to “superadded pain as the execution team attempts to gain IV access.”\textsuperscript{319} The Eleventh Circuit decided that Smith’s complaint was not time-barred because “[i]t is the emergence of ADOC’s pattern of superadding pain through protracted efforts to establish IV access in the two previous execution attempts that caused Smith’s claim to accrue.”\textsuperscript{320}

In dissent, Judge Grant argued that Smith should have been aware of the possibility of IV delays, repeated needle sticks, and error since 2018, when Alabama tried and failed to execute Doyle Hamm.\textsuperscript{321} Judge Grant agreed that Smith’s concerns were “understandable,” but as they were “nothing new” he should not have been allowed to amend his complaint.\textsuperscript{322}

Smith’s execution had been scheduled for 6 p.m. on November 17.\textsuperscript{323} He sought a stay of execution from the district court, which denied the stay because he had “inexcusably delayed” filing his motion even though he had filed it almost immediately after the Eleventh Circuit decided he did have a valid Eighth Amendment claim.\textsuperscript{324} The Eleventh Circuit granted a stay just before 8:00 p.m.\textsuperscript{325} The Supreme Court granted Alabama’s application to vacate Smith’s stay without explanation shortly after 10:00 p.m.\textsuperscript{326} Justices Sotomayor, Kagan, and Jackson would have denied Alabama’s application.\textsuperscript{327} At approximately 11:20 p.m., Alabama called off Smith’s execution.\textsuperscript{328}

Smith’s second amended complaint,\textsuperscript{329} and an interview with Elizabeth Bruenig,\textsuperscript{330} described what happened when ADOC attempted to execute

\textsuperscript{319} Id. at *5.
\textsuperscript{320} Id.
\textsuperscript{321} Id. at *7 (Grant, J., dissenting).
\textsuperscript{322} Id.
\textsuperscript{323} Second Amended Complaint, supra note 158, at 27 (observing that the district court refused to grant Smith a stay at “approximately 5:55 p.m., minutes before the execution was scheduled to begin.”); Mealins, supra note 317.
\textsuperscript{324} See Smith v. Hamm, No. 2:22-CV-497-RAH, 2022 WL 17067498, at *3 (M.D. Ala. Nov. 17, 2022); see also Second Amended Complaint, supra note 158, at 27.
\textsuperscript{325} Second Amended Complaint, supra note 158, at 28.
\textsuperscript{326} Hamm v. Smith, 143 S. Ct. 440 (2022); Second Amended Complaint, supra note 158, at 28.
\textsuperscript{327} Hamm v. Smith, 143 S. Ct. at 440–41.
\textsuperscript{328} See Mealins, supra note 317.
\textsuperscript{329} The district court gave Smith leave to amend his complaint after he survived the execution and ordered ADOC to preserve all evidence of the execution. Smith v. Hamm,
him. Just before 8:00 p.m., while the Eleventh Circuit was considering whether to grant Smith’s stay, ADOC officers made Smith get off the phone with his wife, shackled him, and took him to the death chamber.331 The Eleventh Circuit stayed the execution and Smith’s lawyers emailed the Attorney General’s office, but Smith remained in the execution chamber, strapped to the gurney.332 Nobody informed Smith that his execution had been stayed and he was not able to speak with his lawyers.333

Smith’s complaint asserts that the IV team entered around 10:00 p.m.334 There were other observers at his execution as well; Smith’s complaint describes “two men and a woman who were formally dressed” and who appeared to be taking notes and documenting the proceedings.335 The IV team was made up of three men, two of whom began attempting to gain IV access, repeatedly sticking needles into his arms and hands.336 Smith complained about pain from the needle sticks and the IV team ignored him.337 After several failed attempts, the IV team and the observers left and then came back to attempt a central line.338

Smith reported receiving “multiple needle jabs in his neck or collarbone region” from “a clear syringe with a needle” after the IV team came back.339 The deputy warden “torqued” Smith’s head to the side, “saying, ‘Kenny, this is for your own good.’”340 One of the IV team members began inserting a “large gauge needle” into the region near Smith’s collarbone, which Smith described as extremely painful.341 When Smith expressed his pain to one of the IV team members, he was told, “[y]ou can’t feel that.”342 Smith’s complaint asserts that the attempt to start a central line went on for some time,


331 Second Amended Complaint, supra note 158, at 31.
332 Id. at 31–33.
333 Id. at 4.
334 Id. at 5. Smith’s Second Amended Complaint asserts that there is not clear information about the time the IV team entered and began working in relation to the Supreme Court’s decision. Id. at 5 n.2.
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336 See id. at 36–37; see also Bruenig, supra note 330.
337 Second Amended Complaint, supra note 158, at 36, 38–39.
338 Id. at 37, 39.
339 Id. at 38.
340 Id. at 39; Bruenig, A History of Violence, supra note 329.
341 Second Amended Complaint, supra note 158, at 39–40.
342 Id. at 39; Bruenig, supra note 330.
though it does not indicate how long before the IV team gave up the attempt and left.\textsuperscript{343}

Smith’s witnesses were not contacted to be brought to Holman.\textsuperscript{344} Smith’s lawyer emailed Alabama officials to ask for confirmation that the execution had been cancelled and to learn where his client was and whether he was okay, but he did not receive a response.\textsuperscript{345} Smith had difficulty getting off the gurney and required assistance from corrections officers to leave the death chamber.\textsuperscript{346} Smith experienced physical pain both from the repeated needle sticks and lengthy time spent strapped to the gurney and serious emotional distress—corrections officers actually took Smith for medical treatment and observation because they were concerned for his well-being two days after the attempted execution.\textsuperscript{347}

Alabama Governor Kay Ivey blamed the failure on “last minute legal attempts to delay or cancel the execution.”\textsuperscript{348} A few days later, she asked the Attorney General to withdraw his motions seeking execution dates and asked ADOC to begin a full review of execution procedures.\textsuperscript{349} Alabama would not attempt any additional executions in 2022.

\section{II. Predictable Consequences}

The events in Alabama in 2022 are consistent with well-known flaws in the U.S. system of capital punishment. States often complain about delays in implementing capital punishment but are unwilling to recognize that litigation about capital sentencing is a predictable consequence of their own legal systems, limited postconviction review, or flawed execution procedures. This Part focuses on common issues in the four cases described in Part I: non-unanimous jury recommendations for death and judicial overrides, legal representation and resources during capital proceedings, the Supreme Court’s response to these issues, and the state’s errors in conducting executions.

\textsuperscript{343} Second Amended Complaint, supra note 158, at 40.
\textsuperscript{344} \textit{Id.}; Bruenig, supra note 330.
\textsuperscript{345} Second Amended Complaint, supra note 158, at 41.
\textsuperscript{346} \textit{Id.} at 42.
\textsuperscript{347} \textit{Id.} at 43–44.

\textsuperscript{348} Bill Britt, \textit{Execution of Kenneth Eugene Smith Halted After Failed Attempt to Find Vein}, ALA. POL. Rptr. (Nov. 18, 2022, 7:48 AM), https://www.alreporter.com/2022/11/18/exe-

A. Judges and Juries

There were two overlapping issues that related to the role of the judge and the jury in these four cases. First, every single one of the four men discussed in this Article received a non-unanimous jury recommendation for the death penalty at one point during their capital trials. Second, until relatively recently, Alabama compounded this error by permitting judges to override jurors’ verdicts. These practices undermine the function of juries and facilitate bias in jury and judicial decision-making. This Section addresses each of these issues in turn.

Most jurisdictions that use capital punishment require juror unanimity in the penalty phase before imposing a sentence of death. If a jury cannot agree on the sentence, the defendant will automatically receive a life sentence. Nineteen of the twenty-seven states that retain the death penalty and the federal government impose an automatic life sentence if a jury cannot unanimously decide to impose the death penalty. Arizona, California, and Kentucky permit either one or multiple retrials of the penalty phase if the jury is not unanimous. Nevada permits the judge to either impose life or empanel a new jury for a retrial of the penalty phase. Montana and Nebraska use judicial sentencing, but require the jury to find the aggravating factors, which theoretically keeps them in compliance with Supreme Court precedent that requires a jury to find aggravating factors that justify the im-

350 James was re-tried and received a unanimous verdict during his second trial. See James v. State, 788 So. 2d 185, 188 (Ala. Crim. App. 2000).


352 Id. at 1528 (“In most capital punishment jurisdictions, if the jury is unable to reach a verdict during the sentencing phase, the court is required by law to impose a sentence of life without parole.”).


354 Life Verdict or Hung Jury?, supra note 353; Walton v. Arizona, 497 U.S. 639, 649 (1990); CAL. PEN. CODE, § 190.4(b) (Westlaw current through Ch. 890 2023 Reg. Sess.).

355 See NEV. REV. STAT. § 175.556 (2003).
position of a death sentence.\textsuperscript{356} In Indiana and Missouri, if a jury cannot agree on the punishment, then the judge may choose between life imprisonment or death.\textsuperscript{357}

Alabama, however, expressly permits a capital sentence based on a non-unanimous verdict.\textsuperscript{358} Until recent changes to Florida’s capital punishment scheme, Alabama was the only jurisdiction that allowed the imposition of death sentences based on a nonunanimous jury verdict.\textsuperscript{359} In Alabama, a recommendation for a life sentence requires a “majority of the jurors.”\textsuperscript{360} A recommendation for death “must be based on a vote of at least 10 jurors.”\textsuperscript{361} Reeves, James, Miller, and Smith were all, at one point, sentenced to death based on a ten-to-two jury vote recommending a death sentence.\textsuperscript{362} In most other capital punishment jurisdictions, three of the four men would not have received a death sentence. In fact, in other states, most people sentenced to death in Alabama would not have received the death penalty; the Equal Justice Initiative (“EJI”) has determined that “[e]ighty percent of all death sentences in Alabama were nonunanimous.”\textsuperscript{363}

The question of whether imposing a death sentence based on a non-unanimous jury sentencing verdict is one that deserves significant consideration, particularly in light of the Court’s embrace of juror unanimity in Ra-

\textsuperscript{356} See Maria T. Kolar, “Finding” a Way to Complete the Ring of Capital Jury Sentencing, 95 DENV. L. REV. 671, 700 (2018). Nebraska has a panel of judges determine the sentence; if the panel does not unanimously agree on the sentence, then the defendant receives an automatic life sentence. NEB. REV. STAT. § 29-2522 (Westlaw through 108th Leg. Sess.).

\textsuperscript{357} MO. REV. STAT. § 565.030(4) (2016); IND. CODE ANN. § 35-50-2-9(f) (Westlaw through July 2023).


\textsuperscript{361} Id.


\textsuperscript{363} See Supreme Court Holds Jury Verdicts Must be Unanimous in Criminal Cases, supra note 358.
**mos v. Louisiana** and Florida’s decision to permit death sentences on an eight-to-four vote. While an in-depth discussion of this issue is beyond the scope of this Article, I offer a few observations. First, permitting non-unanimous jury sentencing seems to provide a workaround to Supreme Court precedent like *Witherspoon v. Illinois*, which prohibits the imposition of a death sentence when states exclude jurors who “voice[] general objections to the death penalty or express[] conscientious or religious scruples against its infliction.” A “*Witherspoon eligible*” may have been swayed by a defendant’s mitigating evidence and be unwilling to recommend a death sentence. But nonunanimous jury sentencing means that a state need not worry about whether admitting *Witherspoon*-eligible jurors risks obtaining a death sentence.

Second, permitting nonunanimous jury verdicts is inconsistent with the jury’s role in capital sentencing. In *Gregg v. Georgia*, the Supreme Court observed that “[j]ury sentencing has been considered desirable in capital cases in order ‘to maintain a link between contemporary community values and the penal system a link without which the determination of punishment could hardly reflect “the evolving standards of decency that mark the progress of a maturing society.”’” If the imposition of capital punishment “is an expression of the community’s belief that certain crimes are themselves so grievous an affront to humanity that the only adequate response may be the penalty of death,” then nonunanimous verdicts suggest that the representative slice of the community is not united in its conclusion that death is the just response to a particular crime.

Third, nonunanimous capital sentencing cannot be isolated from the racist history of nonunanimous jury verdicts. As *Ramos* observed, the states that retained nonunanimous jury verdicts “frankly acknowledged that race was a motivating factor in the adoption of their States’ respective non-unanimity rules.” Louisiana, for example, "sculpted a ‘facially race-neutral’ rule permitting 10-to-2 verdicts in order ‘to ensure that African-

---


367 *Gregg*, 428 U.S. at 184.


369 See Eisenberg, *supra* note 364 at 1094–95 (discussing the relationship between race and jury qualifications).

American juror service would be meaningless.” Professor Thomas Framp ton has demonstrated that nonunanimous juries are more likely to convict Black defendants than white defendants. Race plays a significant role in capital punishment, particularly when the defendant is accused and convicted of killing a white victim. Permitting nonunanimous verdicts in the sentencing phase invites racial bias into jury deliberations with the risk of similar outcomes.

Alabama currently has 164 people on death row. Seventy-eight—approximately 47%—of the people on Alabama’s death row are Black. Eighty-four of them are white. In reviewing the available data, Alabama has executed 225 people since 1927. Of that number, 158 of the


372 See Framp ton, supra note 370, at 1639 (“When a conviction is obtained against a black defendant, there is a 43% chance that the verdict was nonunanimous (or, conversely, a 57% chance the verdict was unanimous). When the convicted defendant is white, there is only a 33% chance the verdict was nonunanimous (and thus a 67% chance the verdict was unanimous).”).


376 Id. (77 black males, 1 black female).

377 Id. (80 white males, 4 white females.) Alabama also has two men on death row listed as “other,” without identifying their races. Id.

378 I have relied primarily on the Death Penalty Information Center’s Execution Database and ADOC’s data, which is why the data I focus on starts with 1927. Available data suggests that Alabama executed 708 people between 1608 and 1972. M. WATT & JOHN ORTIZ SMYKLA, EXECUTIONS IN THE UNITED STATES, 1608–2002: THE ESPY FILE (ICPSR 8451), THE UNIV. MICH. INST. FOR SOC. RSCH. 133, https://www.icpsr.umich.edu/icpsrweb/NACJD/studies/8451 [https://perma.cc/MDL5-BG37].

people Alabama executed were Black.380 Sixty-seven of the people executed were white.381 Over half of the executions of white people took place after 1983, when Alabama resumed executions after Gregg.382 Alabama has also disproportionately executed Black people for non-homicide offenses. Of the 225 executions since 1927, only two white people were executed for a non-homicide offense (rape).383 By contrast, Alabama executed twenty-nine Black people for non-homicide offenses (mostly sexual offenses) since 1927.384

Alabama also displays evidence of another common pattern that illustrates racial disparities in capital punishment: punishing Black defendants more severely for killing white defendants.385 Of the post-1983 executions, only one white person was executed for killing a Black person.386 In the same date range, twenty out of the thirty-two executions of Black people were for killing at least one white person.387 Alabama may have executed more white people in recent years, but it and other states with capital punishment cannot escape the racist legacy of the death penalty. The racialized nature of Alabama’s capital punishment scheme coupled with the limited approach to judicial investigation of racism in the jury room388 and the ab-

380 See id.
381 See id.
383 See Executions, supra note 379. The two white men who were executed for rape, Daniel Reedy and Joseph Hockenberry, escaped from a mental hospital in Washington, D.C., traveled across several states while engaging in many criminal offenses, and attacked a woman and left her for dead. See Reedy v. State, 20 So. 2d 528, 529–30, 533 (Ala. 1945); Hockenberry v. State, 20 So. 2d 533 (Ala. 1945).
384 See Executions, supra note 379. (23 for rape, 1 for carnal knowledge, 4 for robbery, and 1 for burglary); see also Carol S. Steiker, Remembering Race, Rape, and Capital Punishment, 83 V.A. L. Rev. 693, 701–702 (1997) (reviewing ERIC. W. RISE, THE MARTINSVILLE SEVEN: RACE, RAPE, AND CAPITAL PUNISHMENT (1995)).
386 See Execution Database, supra note 382. Henry Hays was a member of the Ku Klux Klan and was executed for the lynching of a nineteen-year-old Black man, Michael Donald. See Associated Press, Klan Member Put to Death in Race Death, N.Y. TIMES (June 6, 1997), https://www.nytimes.com/1997/06/06/us/klan-member-put-to-death-in-race-death.html [https://perma.cc/AHP9-PRPQ]. Before executing Hays, Alabama had not executed a white defendant for killing a Black person since 1913. Id.
387 Execution Database, supra note 382.
ence of unanimity makes it substantially more difficult to address whether racism played a role in a particular death sentence.

Other aspects of Alabama’s capital sentencing process invite bias as well. Until 2017, Alabama permitted judges to override jury determinations in capital sentencing. Unlike in other jurisdictions, Alabama’s judges used judicial overrides to impose death sentences. The EJI has concluded that, although “African Americans in Alabama constitute 26% of the total population, . . . more than half of the overrides in Alabama have imposed the death penalty on African-American defendants.” The data also reflects that the race of a victim may be relevant in judicial overrides. As the EJI explained,

Each year in Alabama, less than 35% of all murders involve white victims, yet 75% (73) of the cases where judges overrode jury life verdicts to impose death involved white victims. While just 6% of all murders in Alabama involve black defendants and white victims, in 31% of Alabama override cases, the trial judge condemned a person of color to death for killing someone white.

Judicial overrides invited arbitrary decision-making. In one case, an Alabama judge imposed a death sentence on a nineteen-year-old defendant because, as he said, “[i]f I had not imposed the death sentence . . . I would have sentenced three black people to death and no white people.”

Smith was sentenced to death by judicial override: on retrial, his jury voted eleven-to-one in favor of life. The state was unable to persuade eleven out of twelve people that Smith deserved to die. A judicial override in a case like Smith’s, when only one juror would have sentenced him to death is, like Alabama’s nonunanimous verdicts, inconsistent with the jury’s role as a representative of community values.

390 EQUAL JUST. INITIATIVE, THE DEATH PENALTY IN ALABAMA: JUDGE OVERRIDE 4 (2011); see also Woodward v. Alabama, 571 U.S. 1045, 1046 (2013) (Sotomayor, J., dissenting from denial of certiorari) (“In the last decade, Alabama has been the only State in which judges have imposed the death penalty in the face of contrary jury verdicts.”); Ankur Desai & Brandon L. Garrett, The State of the Death Penalty, 94 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 1255, 1287 (2019).
391 JUDGE OVERRIDE, supra note 390, at 18.
392 Id.
393 Id. at 20 (quoting Sentencing Hearing Transcript, State v. Waldrop, No. 98–162 (Ran-dolph Cnty. Gr. Ct. July 25, 2000)).
394 See Sarat, supra note 269 and accompanying text.
395 See Woodward, 571 U.S. at 1051 (Sotomayor, J., dissenting from denial of certiorari) (“By permitting a single trial judge’s view to displace that of a jury representing a cross-section of the community, Alabama’s sentencing scheme has led to curious and potentially arbitrary outcomes. For example, Alabama judges frequently override jury life-without-parole verdicts even in cases where the jury was unanimous in that verdict. In
Under current Alabama law, Smith would not have received a death sentence.\textsuperscript{396} When Alabama abolished judicial overrides, the legislature had considered a version of the bill that would permit judges to determine how the statute would apply to people sentenced to death under the old law, but that provision was removed from the bill.\textsuperscript{397} Retroactivity, however, nearly scrapped the efforts to eliminate judicial overrides.\textsuperscript{398} While the decision to eliminate judicial overrides corrects one form of injustice going forward, refusing to apply the law retroactively is a manifest injustice.\textsuperscript{399} But that sort of injustice is endemic to Alabama’s capital punishment scheme. Out of the 164 people on Alabama’s death row, 144 were sentenced to death by a non-unanimous jury or judicial override.\textsuperscript{400}

Nonunanimous juries and judicial overrides provide additional complexity for capital punishment appeals in Alabama. But Alabama’s capital punishment system is fueled by other forms of injustice. As the next Section illustrates, Alabama also makes it harder for people facing death sentences to receive adequate representation during trial, appeals, and postconviction proceedings.

\textbf{B. Legal Representation and Adequate Resources}

A consistent problem in capital cases, and one that was present in each of the four cases, is effective legal representation and access to resources.\textsuperscript{401} Access to counsel in state capital cases varies significantly by state. This Ar-
article does not argue that the attorneys in Alabama who handle indigent defense or capital cases are unskilled or lack expertise, although Part I illustrates that there are flaws and courts are remarkably willing to excuse those flaws.\textsuperscript{402} Rather, Alabama, like many states, has serious deficits in its system of indigent defense and those deficits are magnified in capital cases.\textsuperscript{403} “Death penalty representation,” as Professor Lee Kovarsky has observed, “is largely indigent representation, so almost every death-sentenced prisoner will receive legal services from pro bono counsel, an institutional defender, or a court-appointed lawyer.”\textsuperscript{404} Inadequate indigent defense can severely impact capital cases, which are more complex and require special training.

Alabama does not have a state public defender system, although it does have an Office of Indigent Defense Services.\textsuperscript{405} Each judicial circuit in Alabama has an “Indigent Defense Advisory Board” that “determine[s] the method of delivering indigent defense services to be used in its respective circuit.”\textsuperscript{406} These boards can decide whether to use “appointed counsel, contract counsel, or public defenders or a combination of any of these.”\textsuperscript{407} Some boards have chosen to create public defender offices—but not all.\textsuperscript{408} Alabama relies substantially on appointed counsel to represent indigent defend-

\textsuperscript{402} See Alexis Hoag-Fordjour, \textit{White is Right: The Racial Construction of Effective Assistance of Counsel}, 98 N.Y.U. L. REV. 770, 827, 829–30 (2023) (“The ineffective assistance of counsel standard prioritized and preserved defense counsel’s professional reputation at the expense of the defendant’s constitutional right to effective representation.”).


\textsuperscript{404} Kovarsky, \textit{Delay, supra} note 84, at 1372–73.

\textsuperscript{405} See Ruth E. Friedman & Bryan A. Stevenson, \textit{Solving Alabama’s Capital Defense Problems: It’s a Dollars and Sense Thing}, 44 ALA. L. REV. 1, 3 (1992); see also ALA. ADMIN. CODE § 355–9–1.01 (2015); Livingston, \textit{supra} note 403.

\textsuperscript{406} ALA. ADMIN. CODE § 355–9–1.08(1) (2016).

\textsuperscript{407} Id.; ALA. CODE § 15–12–40 (Westlaw through end of 2023 First Spec., Reg., and Second Spec. Sess.) (“The indigent defense advisory board may establish a public defender office as a method to provide indigent defense services within a circuit or any part thereof.”).

\textsuperscript{408} See Livingston, \textit{supra} note 403.
ants.\textsuperscript{409} Alabama has capped fees for appointed counsel in most indigent defense matters, ranging from $4,000 in Class A felony cases to $1,500 in “all other cases.”\textsuperscript{410} Attorneys must seek advance approval for fees and expenses of any experts or investigators from the trial court.\textsuperscript{411}

Some states have centralized capital defense offices.\textsuperscript{412} Alabama does not.\textsuperscript{413} The Office of Indigent Defense Services has set standards for attorneys who handle capital cases, regardless of whether they are appointed or public defenders.\textsuperscript{414} To act as lead counsel in a capital case in Alabama, an attorney must have five years of “criminal litigation experience,” familiarity with state rules of professional conduct, criminal practice and procedure in Alabama, and be “familiar with capital jurisprudence established by the U.S. Supreme Court and the Supreme Court of Alabama.”\textsuperscript{415} Attorneys must also have either “litigated a capital case to verdict, hung jury, or plea as associate counsel, or have litigated four (4) homicide cases to verdict, hung jury, or plea;” have “substantial familiarity with, and experience in the use of, expert witnesses and scientific and medical evidence in litigation;” and complete “at least ten (10) hours of capital defense related continuing legal education every two (2) years.”\textsuperscript{416} Associate counsel for Alabama capital cases need only three years of “criminal litigation experience;” must have “participated as trial counsel in at least four (4) jury trials to verdict or hung jury;” must have “substantial familiarity with, and experience in the use of, scientific and medical evidence in litigation;” and must “complete a capital murder seminar every two (2) years.”\textsuperscript{417}

Access to vital legal experts and investigators requires approval from a trial judge before experts or investigators can provide services.\textsuperscript{418} Appointed counsel’s fee is $70 per hour.\textsuperscript{419} Alabama does not cap the total fee for appointed counsel in cases “where the original charge is a capital offense or a

\textsuperscript{409} See id.
\textsuperscript{410} Ala. Code § 15-12-21(d) (2023).
\textsuperscript{411} Id.
\textsuperscript{413} See Alabama’s Death Penalty, Equal Just. Initiative, https://eji.org/issues/alabama-death-penalty/ [https://perma.cc/LNU9-6XH6]; see also Desai & Garrett, supra note 390, at 1267 (“[L]eadership and Florida, still do not have any trial resources at the state level for capital defense . . . “).
\textsuperscript{414} See Ala. Admin. Code § 355-9-1-08(b)–(c) (2023).
\textsuperscript{417} Ala. Admin. Code § 355-9-1-08 (c)(1)–(5) (2023).
\textsuperscript{419} Ala. Code § 15-12-21(d) (Westlaw current through end of 2023 First Spec., Reg., and Second Spec. Sess.) (“The amount of the fee shall be based on the number of hours spent by the attorney in working on the case and shall be computed at the rate of seventy dollars ($70) per hour for time reasonably expended on the case.”).
charge which carries a possible sentence of life without parole.\textsuperscript{420} This, however, is a relatively new development—Alabama used to pay capital defense attorneys “only twenty dollars per hour for any work done out of court and forty dollars per hour for in-court activity,” and capped out-of-court fees at $1,000.\textsuperscript{421} Alabama eliminated the caps in 1999,\textsuperscript{422} but the EJI has determined that “[n]early half of the people currently on Alabama’s death row were convicted under this compensation cap.”\textsuperscript{423} Although there are resources to assist attorneys such as EJI’s capital defense manual,\textsuperscript{424} capital trials are complex, time-consuming, and require specialized knowledge and expertise.\textsuperscript{425}

Three of the men discussed in this Article—Reeves, James, and Smith—were sentenced to death before or in 1999 and were represented by appointed counsel.\textsuperscript{426} All four of the men asserted that they received ineffective assistance of counsel for various reasons, including the failure to properly investigate and present mitigating evidence. In Reeves’s case, the failure to investigate and present mitigating evidence of his intellectual disability was devastating, something the Eleventh Circuit recognized before the Supreme Court summarily reversed.\textsuperscript{427} James’s attorneys also failed to conduct a thorough mitigation investigation that might have helped their client.\textsuperscript{428} During federal habeas, James challenged the constitutionality of compensation caps as interfering with his right to effective assistance of counsel, due process, and equal protection because funding caps limited his attorneys’ ability to investigate mitigation evidence and retain experts.\textsuperscript{429} Alabama courts, as the district court observed, had consistently concluded that the $1,000 cap for out-of-court work was constitutional because lawyers are supposed to work

\textsuperscript{420} Ala. Stat. § 15-12-21(d)(1) (2023).
\textsuperscript{421} Friedman & Stevenson, supra note 405, at 4–5, n.20.
\textsuperscript{423} Alabama’s Death Penalty, supra note 413.
\textsuperscript{426} Smith v. State, 588 So. 2d 561, 580 (Ala. Crim. App. 1991) (appointed counsel); Reeves v. Comm’r, Ala. Dep’t of Corr., 836 F. App’x 733, 735 (11th Cir. 2020) (appointed counsel); James v. Warden, 957 F.3d 1184, 1187 (11th Cir. 2020) (appointed counsel). Miller was sentenced to death in 2000, but was represented by appointed counsel, who presumably would have been impacted by the state’s fee caps for part of the representation. See Miller v. State, 99 So. 3d 349, 364 (Ala. Crim. App. 2011).
\textsuperscript{427} See Reeves v. Comm’r, Ala. Dep’t of Corr., 836 F. App’x 733, 751–52 (11th Cir. 2020).
\textsuperscript{428} See Hoag, supra note 401, at 1541–42.
hard for their clients even if they do not receive adequate compensation. This may be true, but it ignored substantial evidence that appointment caps and low fees have been frequently linked to inadequate representation. The district court also pointed out that on June 10, 1999, Alabama’s legislature had passed a law removing the cap—but James was convicted of capital murder on June 16, 1999. James’s penalty hearing began the next day. This weak analysis also ignored the fact that legislation typically has a different effective date than the date it is passed; in this case, the legislation went into effect on October 1, 2000. This error is unsurprising—Alabama courts also noted this change when denying relief without explaining how increased fees in the future could resolve a defendant’s current claims. The district court also pointed out that James had not specifically shown a link between inadequate funding and his attorneys’ failure to investigate mitigation. Even though courts signaled their disapproval of the scope of James’s attorneys’ mitigation investigation, they focused on prejudice, rather than evaluating whether that performance was deficient.

While a defendant may receive better representation during direct appeals and postconviction proceedings, it is also possible to receive ineffective assistance of counsel during that process, which puts a defendant at a severe disadvantage during subsequent habeas proceedings. There is no constitutional right to counsel during state postconviction proceedings. Most states do provide lawyers during initial postconviction proceedings, but not Alabama. Alabama judges may appoint a lawyer for postconviction pro-
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437 See James v. Warden, 957 F.3d 1184, 1191 (11th Cir. 2020).

438 Martinez v. Ryan, 566 U.S. 1, 10–11 (2012) (“When an attorney errs in initial-review collateral proceedings, it is likely that no state court at any level will hear the prisoner’s claim. This Court on direct review of the state proceeding could not consider or adjudicate the claim. And if counsel’s errors in an initial-review collateral proceeding do not establish cause to excuse the procedural default in a federal habeas proceeding, no court will review the prisoner’s claims.”).


440 Kovarsky, supra note 84, at 1375, n.360.
ceedings if it “appears to the court that the indigent defendant is unable financially or otherwise to obtain the assistance of counsel and desires the assistance of counsel and it further appears that counsel is necessary in the opinion of the judge to assert or protect the right of the indigent defendant.” The complexity of postconviction proceedings means that effective counsel is essential to protect these defendants’ rights. These appointed attorneys are compensated, but their compensation is also capped. While people on state death rows will receive new attorneys when federal habeas proceedings start, that may not make up for the deficiency in earlier representation. This, in turn, makes postconviction litigation more complex, leading to more delays.

Access to counsel was also important in selecting a method of execution after Alabama changed its law in 2018. During the period in which people on death row could pick nitrogen gas, federal public defenders went to Holman on June 26, met with their clients, and discussed the change in the law. They supplied their clients with a form they could use to elect nitrogen gas as a method of execution. Most of the people who selected nitrogen gas were represented by the federal defenders, though not all were. The Attorney General agreed not to seek execution dates for people who picked nitrogen gas as a method of execution. Other people on death row may not have had attorneys, although even if they had been represented, there may not have been time to consult with their lawyers because ADOC distributed and collected the forms the same day and kept the residents of death row locked up for twenty-three hours per day. In a dissent from the Supreme Court’s decision to vacate a stay of execution in Christopher Price’s case, Justice Breyer pointed out that “it appears no inmate received a copy of the election form . . . until June 26” leading to the conclusion that, although the law provided the people on death row a month to decide, Price (and

---
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443 Kovarsky, Delay, supra note 84, at 1376–77; Shinn v. Ramirez, 142 S. Ct. 1718, 1727 (2022) (“A federal habeas court generally may consider a state prisoner’s federal claim only if he has first presented that claim to the state court in accordance with state procedures.”).
445 See id. at *3. This was the form that Holman’s warden copied and had distributed to all prisoners. Id.
446 See Price v. Comm’r, Dep’t. Corr., 920 F.3d 1317, 1324 (11th Cir. 2019).
448 See Miller, 2022 WL 4348724, at *5.
presumably others) received “no more than 72 hours to decide how he wanted to die.”

In James’s case and others, the Eleventh Circuit glossed over the arbitrariness of ADOC’s form delivery, because James had counsel and could have asked for an explanation. Access to counsel and an opportunity to consult helped at least one person on death row navigate ADOC’s disorganized distribution and collection of the form. ADOC was unable to find Jarrod Taylor’s election form, but Taylor’s lawyer provided documents supporting Taylor’s assertion that he had elected nitrogen gas—leading the Attorney General to withdraw his motion for an execution date. The fact that most of the people who opted for nitrogen gas were represented by counsel who visited and consulted with them suggests that they were better able to understand their options and the potential costs or benefits of selecting a different method of execution than lethal injection.

Access to counsel is critical in every stage of a capital case—even during executions. Research shows that improving the quality of capital defense resources leads to a decline in the death penalty. Before Virginia abolished the death penalty, it had established Capital Defender Offices that proved remarkably adept at avoiding the death penalty for their clients through skilled, zealous advocacy. Professor Brandon Garrett has concluded that statewide capital defense offices staffed by specialists help explain why capital punishment has declined more steeply in jurisdictions that have such offices than those that do not.

The inadequate funding and support in turn may increase the number of claims that arise during postconviction, complicating judicial review of capital cases—or making it harder to bring those claims. Alabama’s shameful history of inadequate funding and support for capital defendants, and its outlier status in providing postconviction legal assistance makes it more likely that the people Alabama has sentenced to death are not “those who commit the worst crimes, but . . . those who have the misfortune to be assigned the worst lawyers.”

449 Dunn v. Price, 139 S. Ct. 1312, 1315 (2019) (Breyer, J., dissenting from grant of application to vacate stay).
450 James, 2022 WL 2952492, at *7.
451 See Miller, 2022 WL 4348724, at *3.
452 See Bright, supra note 401, at 1882; see also infra notes 595–605 (discussing counsel’s presence during executions).
454 See Lain & Ramseur, supra note 401, at 251–97 (discussing capital defender practices in Virginia).
455 See Garrett, The Decline of the Virginia (and American) Death Penalty, supra note 412, at 669.
456 Bright, supra note 401, at 1883.
C. Judicial Abdication

The Supreme Court’s response to the warrant litigation in these cases should also raise alarms. Professor Kovarsky’s analysis of the 2020 and 2021 federal executions concluded that the consequences of the Supreme Court’s decisions are likely to have significant impact on end-stage state capital litigation. As he explains, “the Supreme Court continued to raise the bar for challenges to lethal injection protocols, and its decisions projected a spiking hostility to end-stage litigation of all kinds—even when the prisoner is largely blameless for the eleventh-hour activity.” The events in Alabama in 2022 have borne out Professor Kovarsky’s analysis and signal that the Court may be willing to go even farther even when lower courts grant relief. The method-of-execution litigation in these cases involved claims that either could not have been brought earlier or did not come into being until Alabama’s own execution errors caused claims to accrue.

Three of the four men—Reeves, Miller, and Smith—received stays of execution from lower courts. Reeves’s case demonstrates the Court’s hostility towards capital sentence litigation at multiple stages. First, the Supreme Court summarily issued an opinion rejecting Reeves’s ineffective assistance of counsel claims without oral argument and minimal briefing. Then the Court lifted the Eleventh Circuit’s injunction and allowed Reeves’s execution to proceed even though Reeves brought his ADA claim well before his execution date and the district court had made ample findings supporting Reeves’s claim. Similarly, Miller provided uncontested testimony that a district court found credible. The Eleventh Circuit was again convinced and properly deferred to the district court’s findings of fact that ADOC did not challenge. After James’s execution, Miller’s concerns about IV errors carried greater urgency. But the Supreme Court vacated Miller’s stay without explanation, leading to a botched execution attempt and putting Miller through an ordeal that he need not have experienced.

Smith could not have brought his method-of-execution claims until shortly before his execution date because his claims arose from ADOC’s ongoing errors. In his concurrence in Louisiana ex rel. Francis v. Resweber, Justice Felix Frankfurter posited that repeated execution errors might rise to

457 See Lee Kovarsky, The Trump Executions, 100 Tex. L. Rev. 621, 674 (2022).
458 Id.
459 See supra notes 65–69 and accompanying text.
460 See supra notes 92–97, 101–05 and accompanying text.
461 See supra note 229 and accompanying text.
462 See supra notes 237–39 and accompanying text.
463 See supra notes 242–51 and accompanying text.
the level of an Eighth Amendment violation. The Supreme Court has held that to make out a viable Eighth Amendment method-of-execution claim, a person must show a severe risk of pain and suffering associated with the method such that corrections officials are on notice and to act otherwise would be deliberately indifferent, and an alternative method that would alleviate the anticipated pain and suffering. Baze v. Rees specifically contemplated that a series of “abortive” execution attempts would “demonstrate an ‘objectively intolerable risk of harm’ that officials may not ignore.” By the time the Supreme Court received Alabama’s request to lift the stay, ADOC had two recent botched executions with evidence of severe pain and suffering, and an alternative method—nitrogen gas—that would minimize the risk that Smith would experience prolonged and repetitive needle sticks. And yet, again without explanation, the Supreme Court gave Alabama the go-ahead to execute Smith.

The Court’s silence does not explain why a majority of the Justices thought the executions, especially Smith’s, should go forward. One possible explanation is that the Court, like Judge Grant, concluded that Smith’s claims were time-barred. But Judge Grant’s position is illogical. Courts will typically not stay an execution based on one prior error. Smith’s arg-

464 See Louisiana ex rel. Francis v. Resweber, 329 U.S. 459, 471 (1947) (Frankfurter, J., concurring) (“The fact that I reach this conclusion does not mean that a hypothetical situation, which assumes a series of abortive attempts at electrocution or even a single, cruelly willful attempt, would not raise different questions.”).
466 Baze, 553 U.S. at 50 (quoting Farmer v. Brennan, 511 U.S. 825, 846 (1994)).
468 See supra notes 323–27 and accompanying text.
469 See Kovarsky, The Trump Executions, supra note 457, at 673 (“The Supreme Court’s insistence on using shadow-docket orders vacating preliminary relief means that, for most issues, one cannot know whether the rulings were based on the merits, a harm assessment, an evolving presumption against end-stage relief, or something else.”); see also Texas’s Unconstitutional Abortion Ban and the Role of the Shadow Docket: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on the Judiciary, 117th Cong. 10 (2021) (testimony of Stephen I. Vladeck, Charles Alan Wright Chair in Fed. Cts., Univ. Tex. Sch. L.), https://www.judiciary.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/Vladeck%20testimony1.pdf [https://perma.cc/Y8I7-L263] (emphasizing that shadow docket rulings “are causing significant uncertainty both in lower courts and among those government officers, lawyers, and court-watchers left to parse what, exactly, these rulings portend both for the specific policies at issue and for the broader contours of the relevant legal doctrines”); Will Baude, Death and the Shadow Docket, REASON: VOLOKH CONSPIRACY (Apr. 12, 2019, 3:30 PM), https://reason.com/volokh/2019/04/12/death-and-the-shadow-docket/ [https://perma.cc/BP92-CHZ6] (observing that two death penalty cases involving access to spiritual advisor claims were dealt with on the “shadow docket,” there is limited information about why the Court or certain justices reached particular conclusions).
470 See Glossip v. Gross, 576 U.S. 863, 892–93 (2015) (rejecting arguments that botched midazolam executions were probative of the risk of pain in executions using midazolam);
ments for a severe risk of pain arose from ADOC’s conduct during James’s execution and Miller’s attempted execution. ADOC’s attempted execution of Doyle Hamm could not have put anyone on notice as he suffered from serious medical conditions that Smith and the other men ADOC attempted to kill in 2022 did not.\(^\text{471}\) To argue that one failed execution nearly four years earlier could put someone on notice of a botch when courts would certainly not find that execution to show the risk was substantial seems to foreclose virtually any challenge like Smith’s. Courts reject evidence of a single, unique botch as probative of risks of pain.\(^\text{472}\) While a single botched execution may not rise to the level of an Eighth Amendment violation due to an absence of intent to cause suffering,\(^\text{473}\) in Smith’s case ADOC had to have known that there was a risk of a botch.\(^\text{474}\)

The Supreme Court’s response to these cases has been an abdication of the judiciary’s responsibility to protect constitutional rights. Although the Court has left the Eleventh Circuit decision that concluded that Smith had a viable Eighth Amendment claim in place, a majority of the justices were still willing to let his execution go forward.\(^\text{475}\)

Vacating stays without explanation is inconsistent with the Court’s “established practice.”\(^\text{476}\) The Court’s willingness to defer to a state’s interest in conducting executions means that it is willing to ignore violations of individual rights in favor of state sovereignty.\(^\text{477}\) This is part of an alarming trend in which the Court prioritizes state sovereign interests at the expense of fundamental rights protections—and ignores state sovereign interests that conflict with the Court’s policy preferences,\(^\text{478}\) or at the least, appears indif-
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\(^\text{475}\) See *Hamm v. Smith*, 143 S. Ct. 1188, 1189 (2023) (Thomas, J., dissenting from denial of certiorari).

\(^\text{476}\) Kovarsky, *The Trump Executions*, * supra* note 457, at 660–63 (discussing the Court’s break from longstanding procedure during the federal execution spree in 2020 and 2021).


frent to the risk that its actions appear to be driven by policy preferences.479

While the lower federal courts in all of these cases were willing to grant relief, the Supreme Court has made it clear that it is unwilling to allow that relief to stand. Therefore, even if courts are reluctant to apply the “context-free presumption against all end-stage claims,” the Supreme Court will do it for them.480 It seems that Justice Sotomayor was correct when she predicted that relief will never be available to those facing execution.481 The increasing frequency of botched executions should raise even more alarms about the Court’s disinterest in vindicating constitutional rights and the future of the Eighth Amendment.

D. Incompetent Execution

Alabama’s execution challenges in 2022 were the most visible because it botched three out of its four executions. But Alabama was not the only state that had difficulty conducting executions. Texas’s executioners had problems accessing Stephen Barbee’s veins due to severe joint deterioration that made it difficult for him to straighten his arms, leading to an unusually long execution and an IV in his neck.482 Arizona, which had not executed anyone since 2014, when it botched Joseph Wood’s execution, also struggled with IV access in all three of the executions it carried out this year.483 States are carrying out fewer executions than ever, and botching more executions.484

VVA7-ZT2A] (July 1, 2022, 12:39 PM) (discussing the October 2021 Supreme Court term and observing, “[t]he court deferred to state control when the states want to do what the court apparently wants. The court gave no deference to the states when the states want to do something the court seemingly does not want”).

479 See Vladeck, supra note 86, at 20–21, 127–28 (discussing the impact of shadow-docket rulings on public perception of the Supreme Court’s legitimacy).

480 Kovarsky, The Trump Executions, supra note 457, at 678.

481 See Dunn v. Reeves, 141 S. Ct. 2405, 2421 (2021) (Sotomayor, J., dissenting); see also Kovarsky, The Trump Executions, supra note 457, at 677–78 (discussing the “spillover” effects from the Supreme Court’s shadow-docket practices).

482 Jolie McCullough, Texas’ Execution of Stephen Barbee was Prolonged While Officials Searched for a Vein, TEX. TRIB., https://www.texastribune.org/2022/11/16/texas-execution-stephen-barbee-tarrant-county/ [https://perma.cc/T3XV-UH7X] (Nov. 16, 2022, 8:00 P.M.).

483 See Andi Babineau & Elizabeth Wolfe, Arizona Prisoner Clarence Dixon Executed Nearly 8 Years After the State’s Last Execution was Botched, CNN https://www.cnn.com/2022/05/11/us/arizona-clarence-dixon-execution/index.html [https://perma.cc/WYK4-SR9Q] (May 11, 2022, 11:12 PM); see also supra notes 11–12 and accompanying text.

484 See The Death Penalty in 2022, supra note 1, at 2 ("Seven of the 20 execution attempts were visibly problematic—an astonishing 35%—as a result of executioner incompetence, failures to follow protocols, or defects in the protocols themselves."). Professor Austin Sarat calculated that states have botched approximately 7.12% of lethal injections from the time they started using it until 2010. Austin Sarat, Gruesome Spectacles: Botched Executions and America’s Death Penalty 177–78 (2014); see Berger, Gross Error, supra note 477, at 985 (suggesting that “Professor Sarat’s calculation may be on the
Alabama's challenges are not unique—rather they demonstrate the widespread problems associated with executions.

There is no one answer for why states botch lethal injection executions. People being executed are older and typically have more health conditions that may make it difficult to access veins.485 States have not conducted as many executions in recent years and may be out of practice.486 Execution teams may be inexperienced or lack adequate training, and many states lack experienced medical personnel on execution teams.487 Executioners may not follow the state's protocol; in Tennessee, execution team members did not comply with the protocol's requirement to test execution drugs for contaminants that could trigger a painful execution.488 States may not have adequate protocols, or rely on protocols that carry heightened risks of error.489 The answer is probably a combination of these factors, but the secrecy surrounding executions complicates matters.

Intravenous access was a significant problem in botched executions nationally in 2022.490 Alabama’s protocol calls for the execution team to insert a central line if it is unable to achieve IV access, but the execution team did

low side, given that most lethal injection executions include a paralytic that conceals the inmate’s pain.


488 Yang, supra note 16.


not attempt a central line in any of the executions except Smith’s.\textsuperscript{491} Arizona executioners spent forty minutes attempting to insert an IV in Clarence Dixon, eventually inserting a catheter into his femoral vein.\textsuperscript{492} Arizona had to use the same procedure on Murray Hooper.\textsuperscript{493} Unlike Alabama, Arizona has minimum qualifications for its IV team; the 2017 Arizona Execution Protocol requires them to be “currently certified or licensed within the United States to place IV lines.”\textsuperscript{494} Journalists in Arizona reported, however, that there does not appear to be any certification or license to specifically insert IVs or femoral central lines.\textsuperscript{495} There was no publicly available information about the training or qualification of any member of Alabama’s IV team that participated in Alabama’s three botched executions, including the team member who attempted to put a central line in Smith’s chest.

Execution teams train and practice, although trainings do not always replicate the high-stress environment of an execution and training varies widely across jurisdictions. Arizona, for example, provides that “IV team members shall only be required to participate in the training sessions scheduled for one day prior to the actual execution.”\textsuperscript{496} A retired member of Arizona’s execution team reported to journalists that he learned to administer IVs on a “prosthetic arm” and other corrections officers.\textsuperscript{497} Alabama’s execution protocol indicates that execution teams “walk through the steps of the execution” during the week leading up to the execution.\textsuperscript{498} While Alabama’s protocol requires twice-monthly testing of the electric chair, the protocol
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\textsuperscript{495} Ariz. Dep’t of Corr., Department Order Manual: Execution Procedures 6 (2017), https://files.deathpenaltyinfo.org/legacy/files/pdf/ExecutionProtocols/ArizonaProtocol01.11.2017.pdf [hereinafter ARIZONA EXECUTION PROCEDURES]. Arizona’s IV team must “consist of any two or more of the following: physician(s), physician assistant(s), nurse(s), emergency medical technician(s) (EMT’s), paramedic(s), military corpsman or other certified or licensed personnel including those trained in the United States Military.” Id.
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\textsuperscript{497} ARIZONA EXECUTION PROCEDURES, supra note 494, at 6.
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does not provide any information about IV team training and practice. By contrast, Tennessee’s execution teams train monthly, their executioner received training from qualified medical personnel (although the executioner lacks formal medical training), and the IV team “practices pushing three syringes of saline.” Understanding the IV team’s qualifications, experience, and training—or lack thereof—may illuminate some of Alabama’s errors.

Alabama’s method-of-execution problems go beyond IV errors. Alabama’s legislature adopted nitrogen gas in 2018, but ADOC did not unveil its protocol until 2023 and has yet to attempt such an execution. Alabama informed a federal court in September 2022 that it might be ready to execute by nitrogen gas, only to have the Commissioner of the Department of Corrections file an affidavit explaining that ADOC was not yet ready to carry out such executions. This untested method has proved difficult for other states to implement. Oklahoma adopted it, but struggled with developing a protocol and finally resumed lethal injection executions. It is not clear, at the time of this writing, whether Alabama will be successful. Using an untested method of execution like nitrogen gas risks its own set of constitu-

499 See id. at 12, 15–17 (describing lethal injection procedures, but not identifying a training schedule).
500 See id. at 35–38 (discussing findings including failure to comply with the protocol, limited expertise among execution team members, and inadequate checks and balances to ensure compliance with protocol). ADOC executed James Barber in July 2023, using a new IV team that includes paramedics, an EMT, and a registered nurse. See Elizabeth Bruening, Alabama Wants to Kill Jimi Barber, ATLANTIC (July 17, 2023), https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2023/07/alabama-execution-jimi-barber/674708/ [https://perma.cc/6U8W-6VGF].
tional challenges. Alabama’s struggles with a method of execution it has used since the early 2000s do not bode well for its success in implementing a novel method.

Secrecy adds additional layers of complication to executions. State obsession with secrecy in capital punishment has cast significant uncertainty on the events surrounding James’s execution. But because Miller and Smith survived to describe their ordeals, it is not unreasonable to conclude that James may have gone through a similar experience during the three-hour delay before his execution. Secrecy works against Alabama. If Alabama had been willing to act transparently, officials’ insistence that ADOC was not at fault would be more convincing.506 The lawsuits Miller and Smith brought had, and still have, the potential to shed some light on the state’s processes. A federal district court judge ruled that the state must disclose the identities of the execution team that botched Miller’s execution to the attorneys only.507 James’s estate has filed suit as well, alleging that James’s execution violated his federal and state constitutional rights to be free from cruel and unusual punishment.508 That lawsuit—as well as the litigation that is likely to be brought by other people facing execution in Alabama—may provide critical information about Alabama’s practices.

Professor Austin Sarat writes, “[t]he power of botched executions to expose the brutality of capital punishment, and therefore their impact on its continuing legitimation, depends on how they are received, constructed, and construed in popular culture.”509 The pattern of botched executions in 2022 reflects the brutality associated with capital punishment—states are willing to go to significant lengths to kill a human. Alabama’s execution problems spurred the state to take action because if it continued to botch executions the same way it did in 2022, Alabama may have presented a con-


509 SARAT, supra note 484, at 148–49.
stutional problem too severe for even the Supreme Court to ignore—unless the Court decides that errors like Alabama’s do not amount to unconstitutional pain.

III. WHAT COMES NEXT

What is known about capital punishment in Alabama is alarming, but the unknowns are probably more alarming. The pattern from the 2022 executions suggests that even if lower federal courts are willing to impose stays, the Supreme Court will not leave them in place regardless of the risk of pain. Although the Governor of Alabama emphasized the impact of cancelled executions on victims, the state’s decision to halt executions was more likely about sustaining the state’s usage of capital punishment. This Part explores how Alabama’s actions are intended to preserve capital punishment in the state. It offers some thoughts about the likely future of capital punishment in Alabama and recommendations for the state’s future execution protocol.

A. Halting Executions Preserves Capital Punishment

Governor Ivey’s statement requesting a halt in seeking execution dates focused on victims. She wrote, “I simply cannot, in good conscience, bring another victim’s family to Holman looking for justice and closure, until I am confident that we can carry out the legal sentence.” The Governor also denied that anything was wrong with Alabama’s procedures: “I don’t buy for a second the narrative being pushed by activists that these issues are the fault of the folks at Corrections or anyone in law enforcement, for that matter. I believe that legal tactics and criminals hijacking the system are at play here.” Governor Ivey’s statement emphasizes the state’s interests in protecting the families of victims. And yet, when Faith Hall’s family sought clemency for James, the Governor refused to recognize and honor their wishes. Victims’ interests carry significant weight, it seems, only when they converge with the state’s interests.

Similarly, it defies reason that ADOC bears no fault in the botched executions. Instead, Alabama’s officials picked the same convenient scapegoat that members of the Supreme Court have focused on: the people on death

---

510 See, e.g., Hamm v. Smith, 143 S. Ct. 1188, 1188–89 (2023) (denying certiorari and leaving the Eleventh Circuit’s judgment that Smith had a plausible Eighth Amendment claim in place).
512 Id.
513 See supra notes 148–151 and accompanying text.
row challenging their sentences, their lawyers, and activists who oppose the
death penalty.515 None of those people were in the room with James, Miller,
or Smith. It is true that executions may have gotten started later than
planned because of litigation—but most of the claims could not have been
litigated any earlier, making accusations of dilatory litigation unjustified.
This is especially true in Smith’s case because his claims arose out of errors
in other executions.

Litigation leading up until an execution, particularly over methods of
execution, is not a new strategy, especially because some types of claims
cannot be litigated until closer in time to execution dates.516 The problem is
also significantly overstated.517 As Professor Kovarsky has observed, other
people on death row may not be able to bring claims as quickly as courts
would prefer “because they lack sufficient access to legal services” due to
limited resources.518 And while courts complain about delay, postconviction
litigation is stacked heavily against late-stage litigation.519 Lawyers who rep-
resent people on death row are supposed to zealously advocate for their cli-
ents’ interests, which include requiring the state to respect their basic con-
stitutional rights.520 Those clients also have an interest in having their rights
protected, especially when a state has a recent history of botched executions
and may subject them to unconstitutional pain and suffering. If the IV team
is unable to secure IV access within 90 minutes, litigation is not to blame.
To suggest that the defendants’ lawyers are to blame obfuscates responsibil-
ity for the state’s own failures.

The Alabama Supreme Court recently took action that is likely intended
to minimize delays and may result in barring review of constitutional and
procedural violations in capital cases. In 2023 the court amended Alabama

515 See Paepecke, supra note 506 (quoting Alabama’s Attorney General that, “[i]f you’re a
defense lawyer representing an inmate you simply know that you have to push the clock
back as far as possible. I think we saw that in the last two executions at no fault to the
State of Alabama”); see also Kovarsky, Delay, supra note 84, at 1331–33, 1339–40 (dis-
cussing perceptions that people on death row are to blame for the delays in their execu-
cions due to “dilatory warrant litigation” and asserting that courts “single out” lawyers as
the cause of execution delays and threaten their professional standing).
516 Kovarsky, Delay, supra note 84, at 1362 (identifying competence challenges, method
of execution challenges, and challenges to delays between sentencing and execution, and
some actual innocence claims as claims that frequently cannot be litigated until after
postconviction litigation).
517 See id. at 1341 (asserting that the “strategic delay account” incorrectly assumes that
litigation delays are better for condemned prisoners when the opposite is actually true).
518 Id. at 1373, 1378–79 (discussing the “under-coverage” of legal representation at cru-
cial litigation stages).
519 See id. at 1331–32, 1352–53.
520 See generally Capital Defender Standards Library, ABA GUIDELINES, https://www.ame-
ricanbar.org/groups/committees/death_penal_repr/resources/guidelines/ [htt-
ps://perma.cc/TYM3-XRCL] (enunciating standards of representation for those who rep-
resent inmates on death row).
Rule of Appellate Procedure 45A. The rule used to require the Alabama Court of Criminal Appeals to conduct plain error review of all capital defendants’ trials, but now that review is discretionary. One Justice explained that such errors that the defendants’ lawyers failed to raise can be addressed during postconviction proceedings. Moving more claims to postconviction review seems odd if Alabama were concerned about delays, but the real result is that the complexities of postconviction review will make it harder to litigate such claims.

Alabama’s suspension of executions was also extremely short, lasting only from November 2022 to February 2023. Alabama’s Attorney General insisted that the review would be “expedited.” These sorts of reviews, however, rarely lead to significant reforms. Oklahoma and Arizona suspended executions after serious botches, but eventually resumed executions, assisted by Supreme Court decisions that make it more difficult to challenge methods of executions or receive stays. Tennessee’s recent review of its execution process was intended to allow the state to figure out why its Department of Corrections was not in compliance with execution protocols. Rather than recognizing that the serious flaws in its implementation of capital punishment signaled to a much larger, ongoing problem with the death penalty, Tennessee will probably be able to rely on this review to convince courts that its execution practices do not create a risk of

523 Id. at 2 (Mitchell, J., concurring specially).
524 See id. at 11 (Shaw, J., dissenting).
527 See Andone, supra note 17 and accompanying text; see also Jacques Billeaud, Arizona Governor Won’t Proceed With Execution Set by Court, AP NEWS (Mar. 3, 2023, 2:39 PM), https://apnews.com/article执行-亚利桑那州-katie-hobbs-f0c799c2a269994474419bd38f5996f1 [https://perma.cc/82ZD-9APQ].
528 See Bucklew v. Precythe, 139 S. Ct. 1112, 1124 (2019); see also Hill v. McDonough, 547 U.S. 573, 583–84 (2006).
529 See Mattise, supra note 9; see also TENNESSEE LETHAL INJECTION PROTOCOL INVESTIGATION, supra note 16, at 40–41.
unconstitutional pain and suffering. Alabama’s limited and vague review was enough to convince courts. States’ periodic reassessments are, like legislative alterations to methods of execution, frequently intended to preserve capital punishment.

Although the Supreme Court’s recent policy seems to be to authorize executions regardless of the status or merits of pending litigation, even the Court has its limits. For example, after the Court’s highly criticized decision in Dunn v. Ray, the Court did, as Professor Leah Litman observed, go to some lengths in “defending and distinguishing Ray” in later opinions. In 2020, the Court granted an application for a stay so that a district court could “promptly determine” if there would be any security concerns if Texas allowed a “prisoner facing execution” to “choose the spiritual adviser the prisoner wishes to have in his immediate presence during the execution.”

The next year, there were four votes to deny Alabama’s application to vacate a stay in Willie Smith’s case, which centered on Smith’s desire to have his

530 The Tennessee Attorney General’s Office admitted in a May 2022 court filing “that there may be ‘factual inaccuracies or misstatements’ in its previous filings.” Mattise, supra note 9.
531 Barber v. Governor of Alabama, 73 F.4th 1306, 1321–23 (11th Cir. 2023).
534 See Litman, supra note 533.
pastor with him during his execution. In 2022, the Court ruled in favor of John Ramirez, who sought to have his spiritual advisor with him during his execution in Texas, although the Court advised lower courts that the “proper remedy” in capital cases with these sorts of claims was “an injunction ordering the accommodation, not a stay of execution.” While some of the Supreme Court’s response to the spiritual advisor cases is at least partially attributable to the fact that these cases converge with the Court’s interest in expanding religious liberty jurisprudence, the Court’s uneven response in the spiritual advisor cases, especially after critiques of religious bias, raised questions about its neutrality and legitimacy.

The majority of the Court is, however, consistently hostile to method-of-execution claims. It seems that at least some Justices think that claims about unconstitutional pain in executions are meritless. Many method-of-execution claims focus on the type of drugs or state protocols that may risk severe pain. Supreme Court precedent cautions federal courts against interfering with state execution protocols based only on showing “slightly or marginally safer alternative[s],” insisting that states should receive some deference in their execution practices. Smith’s arguments fit within this framework: he identified evidence that ADOC might be deviating from its own protocol and the serious risk of pain and suffering if the IV team was unable to access his veins. Although IV errors are a risk in any execution, Smith’s arguments have greater strength because ADOC’s recent errors in execution lent significant weight to his arguments. Although the Court allowed Smith’s execution to go forward, letting the Eleventh Circuit decision about the plausibility of Smith’s Eighth Amendment claims stand seems consistent with the Court’s response to the spiritual advisor controversy. Of course it also could mean that the Court is willing to let executions go forward even if the person facing execution has a plausible claim about the potential unconstitutionality of the execution.

---
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If Alabama had continued trying to execute people after it failed to kill Miller and Smith, it could have put itself at risk of judicial intervention—admittedly a minimal risk based on the Court’s responses in method-of-execution litigation.\(^\text{546}\) Although \textit{Bucklew v. Precythe} made it clear that, while “the Eighth Amendment does not guarantee a prisoner a painless death,” it \textit{does} forbid forms of execution that “superadd terror, pain, or disgrace.”\(^\text{547}\) One isolated incident is not enough for the Supreme Court to conclude that a method of execution has crossed the constitutional threshold,\(^\text{548}\) but ADOC had three executions in a row with this sort of failure. In Miller’s case, for example, the district court pointed out that ADOC’s inaction on assessing what had gone wrong was directly relevant to the risk of pain Miller faced if ADOC tried to execute him by lethal injection again.\(^\text{549}\) Absent the “review,” the next person challenging ADOC’s deviations from protocol would have had even more evidence suggesting that ADOC’s errors were causing unnecessary pain and suffering and could avoid it.

Alabama’s litigation strategy seems to be trying to further minimize constitutional checks on executions. Alabama moved to dismiss Smith’s complaint because an attempted execution does not violate the Constitution.\(^\text{550}\) It asserted that what happened to Smith was an isolated error, which does not show the cruelty required to reach an Eighth Amendment violation.\(^\text{551}\) While this statement is plausibly consistent with existing law, Alabama seems to be drawing the error line too narrowly. Alabama attempted to execute Smith once, but his execution after two other botched executions suggested that Alabama was aware that it might inflict pain and suffering.

Alabama also insisted that “[a]ll allegations of pain related to difficulty achieving intravenous access do not amount to cruel and unusual punishment.”\(^\text{552}\) It relied on a recent Eleventh Circuit case that affirmed a district court’s conclusion that repeatedly pricking a person being executed with a needle did not plausibly allege an Eighth Amendment violation.\(^\text{553}\) Executions do not have to be painless, but they cannot “superadd” pain, terror, or


\(^{547}\) Bucklew v. Precythe, 139 S. Ct. 1112, 1124 (2019).

\(^{548}\) See Baze v. Rees, 553 U.S. 35, 50 (2008) (plurality opinion) (“[A]n isolated mishap alone does not give rise to an Eighth Amendment violation, precisely because such an event, while regrettable, does not suggest cruelty, or that the procedure at issue gives rise to a ‘substantial risk of serious harm.’” (quoting Farmer v. Brennan, 511 U.S. 825, 842 (1994))).


\(^{551}\) See id. (citing Louisiana \textit{ex rel.} Francis v. Resweber, 329 U.S. 459, 463 (1947) and Baze v. Rees, 553 U.S. 35, 49 (2008)).

\(^{552}\) Id. at 23.

\(^{553}\) Nance v. Comm’r, Ga. Dep’t of Corr., 59 F.4th 1149, 1157 (11th Cir. 2023).
disgrace. The district court in *Nance* applied the presumption from *Resweber* that state officials would carry out an execution carefully and humanely. *Nance* also asserted, without explanation, that pain from unsuccessful attempts to achieve IV access “would be *de minimis* as it would be no worse than that encountered when visiting a physician or donating blood.” This is a more troubling argument. If IV access is necessary to execute, then a court may be willing to conclude that it is not *unnecessary* pain and is therefore constitutional. But unlike Nance, Smith *had* experienced repeated needle sticks by the IV team, which increases the plausibility of his allegations. James Barber raised these arguments in challenging Alabama’s execution practices in July 2023, but the Eleventh Circuit rejected them, asserting that *Nance* forecloses Eighth Amendment challenges based on assertions that repetitive, futile needle sticks pose a substantial risk of severe pain. As for James, if the litigation brought by his estate can show that the unusual abrasions on his arm were a cutdown to gain IV access, courts may still find that conduct violated the Eighth Amendment because it inflicted unnecessary pain.

Alabama’s review process likely was intended to figure out what went wrong and how to successfully execute in the future. Suspending executions was necessary because continuing to botch them might risk creating worse precedent on execution practices, even with a Supreme Court that is at best indifferent and at worst hostile to method of execution challenges. But Alabama’s review was not a meaningful response to the errors in Alabama’s executions.

### B. The Future of Executions in Alabama

At the time Alabama began its review, Governor Ivey claimed that there was “no secrecy involved in the review process” and that Alabama was “looking into new medical personnel.” Public efforts by Alabama executive officials, however, initially seemed to be aimed at extending execution

---
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times. According to a letter Governor Ivey sent to the Supreme Court of Alabama, the Commissioner of the Department of Corrections was “evaluating options” to alter Alabama’s execution protocols to change the time executions begin.562

Governor Ivey observed that the “most significant aspect of this problem” was an Alabama Rule of Appellate Procedure that limited execution warrants to a specific twenty-four-hour period.563 This rule, she explained, was what “requires Department of Corrections officials to stop all execution attempts at midnight on the scheduled execution day.”564 Governor Ivey asked that the court amend the rule to either extend the period of time an execution warrant was valid or to modify the rule to “allow[] the period to be extended in the event of a court-imposed stay [for an] execution.”565 The change she requested would amend Alabama Rule of Appellate Procedure 8(d)(1) by adding the following sentence: “[i]f the date designated in the execution warrant passes by reason of a stay of execution, or due to a delay in the execution process caused by a stay of execution . . . then a new date shall be designated promptly by the Commissioner of Corrections.”566 But this proposed change ignored that state practices and the nature of capital punishment litigation are the cause of end-stage litigation, especially in Alabama’s most recent executions.

In January 2023, the Alabama Supreme Court amended Rule 8(d)(1). Instead of adopting the language that Governor Ivey proposed, the revised rule is more expansive.567 The original rule had required the Supreme Court to set a date of execution.568 As amended, Rule of Alabama Appellate Procedure 8(d)(1) now provides that:

The [S]upreme [C]ourt shall at the appropriate time enter an order authorizing the Commissioner of the Department of Corrections to carry out the inmate’s sentence of death within a time frame set by the governor, which time frame shall not begin less than 30 days from the date of the order, and it may make other appropriate orders upon disposition of the appeal or other review. The [S]upreme [C]ourt’s order authorizing the Commissioner of the Department of Corrections to carry out the inmate’s sentence of death shall constitute the execution warrant.569

562 Letter from Kay Ivey, Governor of Alabama, to Chief Justice Tom Parker and the Associate Justices of the Alabama Supreme Court, at 1 (Dec. 12, 2022) (on file with author).
563 Id.
564 Id.
565 Id. at 2.
566 Id. at 3.
568 Letter from Kay Ivey, supra note 562, at 3.
569 ORDER AMENDING ALA. R. APP. P. § 8(d)(1), supra note 567.
This rule appears to give the governor unlimited discretion over how long ADOC has to carry out executions.\textsuperscript{570}

It is true that Alabama had to stop Miller’s and Smith’s executions because their execution warrants were about to expire. The midnight deadline limited the amount of time that ADOC officials could jab the men with needles, searching for a vein. Had the amended rule been in effect when Alabama attempted to execute Smith, the execution team could conceivably have continued attempting IV access indefinitely—or until someone at ADOC finally decided it was futile.\textsuperscript{571}

This is not an unlikely scenario: James’s execution was delayed for three unexplained hours.\textsuperscript{572} Alabama, unlike other jurisdictions, does not have any information in its execution protocol about when it should stop executions if IV access attempts fail.\textsuperscript{573} Without some check on the governor’s discretion, the only stopping points would be the time the governor chose; the IV team calling it quits because they simply cannot do more; or a condemned person’s attorney obtaining a court order, a challenging proposition, especially if their attorney is not able to communicate with them during that time.\textsuperscript{574}

Alabama completed its review in February 2023.\textsuperscript{575} Unlike Tennessee, which sought an independent review after far less serious errors, ADOC conducted its own review.\textsuperscript{576} Further, Alabama’s review did not include a report and publication of the relevant findings and recommendations.\textsuperscript{577} According to a letter sent by John Hamm, Commissioner of the ADOC, to Governor Ivey, the ADOC conducted an “in-depth review” that “included


\textsuperscript{572} See Second Amended Complaint, \textit{supra} note 158, at 17 (describing James’s execution).

\textsuperscript{573} Complaint with Jury Demand at 10, James v. Ivey, No. 2:23-cv-00293-ECM-SMD (M.D. Ala. May 3, 2023), (noting that Louisiana and Oklahoma both have execution protocols that end executions after an hour of failed IV access attempts).

\textsuperscript{574} See Second Amended Complaint, \textit{supra} note 158, at 41 (describing Smith’s attorney’s efforts to determine where his client was on the night of his attempted execution; Smith’s witnesses were never summoned to Holman prison).

\textsuperscript{575} See \textit{supra} note 525 and accompanying text.


\textsuperscript{577} Id.
evaluating: the Department’s legal strategy in capital litigation matters, training procedures for Department staff and medical personnel involved in executions,” adding additional medical personnel to assist in executions, and obtaining new equipment.\textsuperscript{578} The letter does not identify what the new equipment is, the qualifications for medical personnel, or their proposed role in executions. ADOC also “communicated with corrections personnel responsible for conducting executions in several other states” and undertook “thorough reviews of execution procedures from multiple states to ensure that our process aligns with best practices in other jurisdictions.”\textsuperscript{579} The letter also touted the procedural change that gives the Governor the authority to set the time for executions, which will “make it harder for inmates to ‘run out the clock’ with last-minute appeals and requests for stays of executions.”\textsuperscript{580} Perhaps the most significant development was that ADOC “conducted multiple rehearsals of our execution process . . . to ensure that our staff members are well-trained and prepared to perform their duties during the execution process.”\textsuperscript{581} The letter stated that ADOC would “update our rehearsal and training procedure,” but ADOC’s latest protocol does not appear to include changes to training and practice.\textsuperscript{582} Nor does it explain what “best practices” for executions are—a significant question when a record number of states botched their executions in 2022.

The most concerning omission of the ADOC review is that it does not identify why the IV team was unable to secure IV access repeatedly or what went wrong during three of the four executions in 2022. It is possible that ADOC did investigate these problems, but this information was not made public. Litigation may be the best way to uncover this information. Instead, both the letter summarizing the review and the Governor’s letter requesting that the Attorney General seek execution dates blamed people facing execution.\textsuperscript{583}

Longer executions and greater flexibility for execution teams without more concrete reforms and a thorough understanding of the problems is likely to create a greater risk of execution errors. If Alabama is determined

\textsuperscript{578} Letter from John Q. Hamm, Comm’r, Ala. Dep’t of Corr., to Gov. Kay Ivey at 1, 2 (Feb. 24, 2023) (on file with author).
\textsuperscript{579} Id. at 1.
\textsuperscript{580} Id.
\textsuperscript{581} Id. at 2.
\textsuperscript{582} Id.; see also ALABAMA DEP’T OF CORR., EXECUTION PROCEDURES: LETHAL INJECTION, NITROGEN HYPOXIA, ELECTROCUTION 5–6 (Aug. 2023) (on file with author).
\textsuperscript{583} Letter from John Q. Hamm, supra note 578, at 1 (asserting that ADOC is prepared to “carry[] out executions consistent with the mandates of the Constitution . . . in spite of the fact that death row inmates will continue seeking to evade their lawfully imposed sentences”); Letter from Kay Ivey, Gov. of Ala., to Steve Marshall, Atty. Gen. of Ala. (Feb. 24, 2023) (on file with author) (explaining that Commissioner Hamm had notified her that ADOC was ready to execute “even knowing that death-row inmates will continue doing everything within their power to evade justice”).
to retain the death penalty, giving the state even more leeway in conducting executions will not solve the state’s problems.\textsuperscript{584} While the easiest solution for Alabama to resolve the mess it finds itself in is to abolish capital punishment, that is highly unlikely at present. This Article does not offer exhaustive proposals. Instead, it identifies some improved practices that would provide greater protections for people facing executions in Alabama.

Alabama’s legislature should consider amending the state’s method-of-execution statute to permit another opt-in period for nitrogen gas with clearer directions on implementing that process. ADOC should provide forms earlier in the opt-in period, log who received a form, and who turned forms back in. The people on death row should receive adequate time to consult with counsel if they are represented and obtain counsel if they are unrepresented. Repeating the opt-in may mean additional delays, but because ADOC has finally developed a nitrogen gas execution protocol, people now have a more meaningful choice among alternative methods of execution. An opportunity to consult with counsel is especially important because nitrogen gas is a wholly untested method.

Alabama should set minimum qualifications for its IV teams and provide information about its execution team’s qualifications, even if it does not disclose their identities.\textsuperscript{585} Alabama’s execution protocol does not appear to set qualifications for the IV team\textsuperscript{586} and Alabama law does not include any standards.\textsuperscript{587} The Eleventh Circuit pointed out in Smith's case that, while ADOC's team is unidentified, “the court has no way of knowing the medical training of the individuals who are setting up IV access.”\textsuperscript{588} Other states have set minimum qualifications for the members of the execution team who do similar tasks.\textsuperscript{589} If Alabama has certain employment qualifications for those individuals, then it should make those details public, and provide more information about the training their IV team has. This may be a cosmetic fix; after all, other jurisdictions have established qualifications and

\textsuperscript{584} See Davis, supra note 561 (quoting the director of the Death Penalty Information Center’s observation that “[t]he amount of time that is allotted to carry out an execution has got nothing to do with the competence of the team that carries it out”).

\textsuperscript{585} See Kim Chandler, Alabama Calls Off Execution After Difficulties Inserting IV, WBHM, (Nov. 18, 2022), https://wbhm.org/2022/alabama-calls-off-execution-after-difficulties-inserting-iv/ [https://perma.cc/WGA7-2C5F] (“In ongoing litigation, lawyers for inmates are seeking information about the qualifications of the execution team members responsible for connecting the lines.”).

\textsuperscript{586} See ALABAMA EXECUTION PROCEDURES, supra note 491; see also Second Amended Complaint, supra note158, at 45 (“ADOC conceals who is responsible for establishing an intravenous line in the condemned person and does not provide information to ensure that those [who are] responsible are qualified for the task.”).


\textsuperscript{588} Smith, 2022 WL 17069492, at *5 n.11.

\textsuperscript{589} Id.
still struggle with executions. But it will, at a minimum, provide an additional data point for courts assessing the constitutionality of Alabama’s execution practices.

Alabama should also film all of its executions, including the preparatory stages, such as IV insertion in lethal injection. The uncertainty surrounding James’s execution raises serious concerns about whether he experienced unconstitutional pain and suffering. Such a step is not without precedent; a federal district court in California ordered the state to film Robert Harris’s execution as part of a lawsuit challenging the constitutionality of cyanide gas executions. Filming nitrogen gas executions would be useful to courts and experts in challenges to the constitutionality of nitrogen gas executions. Filming the preparatory stages of a lethal injection execution would provide better evidence of whether a person experienced pain and suffering. It would also confirm that the state complied with its protocol.

Observing execution teams and setting IVs would facilitate judicial determination of the constitutionality of execution practices. If the state is not willing to film execution teams, permitting designated observers to witness all stages of the execution process may be a reasonable alternative. Observers should include the lawyer for the person being executed and a neutral medical professional, both of whom should be familiar with, and have access to, the state’s execution protocols. Medical expertise would be essential to determine whether state process has deviated substantially from protocol or risks unconstitutional pain. Neutral, expert observers may serve to combat judicial assumptions that reports of pain or error are biased towards the person being executed.

Courts have not concluded that executions are a critical stage in which a person should have access to counsel. Addressing that question in detail is beyond the scope of this Article, but access to counsel during executions is critical if a state has repeatedly botched prior executions, especially if those

\[\text{\footnotesize 590 See supra notes 485–500 and accompanying text.}\]


\[\text{\footnotesize 592 Compare Second Amended Complaint, supra note 158, at 50–51 (claiming that Smith received an intramuscular injection in violation of a court order), with Defendants’ Motion to Dismiss, supra note 550, at 21–22.}\]

\[\text{\footnotesize 593 Cf. Tennessee Lethal Injection Protocol Report, supra note 16, at 40–41 (recommending TDOC hire staff members with medical and pharmaceutical expertise to provide guidance and training to execution teams).}\]

\[\text{\footnotesize 594 See In re Ohio Execution Protocol, 860 F.3d 881, 888 (6th Cir. 2017); see also Hunt v. Smith, 856 F. Supp. 251, 260 (D. Md. 1994).}\]

\[\text{\footnotesize 595 Coddington v. Crow, Nos. 22-6100 & 22-6112, 2022 WL 10860283, at *7 (10th Cir. Oct. 19, 2022).}\]
botches amount to torture. ADOC and courts should expand access to counsel for a person being executed during the process of preparing a person for execution, including IV insertion. Failure to do so may provide a constitutional claim. Access to counsel is important and vindicates a condemned person’s constitutional right to access courts and seek judicial intervention to prevent violations of their fundamental constitutional rights. A person being executed should have access to his attorney during the process—including setting IVs—so that the attorney can quickly seek judicial intervention to vindicate their client’s Eighth Amendment rights if necessary.

James, Miller, and Smith did not have access to their lawyers during the extended time ADOC spent attempting to get IV access. The only reason the IV team stopped jabbing Miller and Smith with needles was because time had run out. If amended Rule 8(d)(1) permits extended executions, as it seems to do, then access to counsel during this process could be critical to preventing other constitutional violations.

Claims about access to counsel during executions have a mixed success rate. The Tenth Circuit recently rejected claims that Oklahoma’s protocol
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596 See Second Amended Complaint, supra note 158, at 16 (explaining that, if ADOC makes errors “there are no witnesses to what occurred other than ADOC personnel. And ADOC is not forthcoming about that process.”).

597 See Wolff v. McDonnell, 418 U.S. 539, 579 (1974) (“The right of access to the courts . . . is founded in the Due Process Clause and assures that no person will be denied the opportunity to present to the judiciary allegations concerning violations of fundamental constitutional rights.”); see also Christopher v. Harbury, 536 U.S. 403, 415 n.12 (2002) (observing that the right to access courts has been grounded in the Due Process Clauses, and in the First Amendment and the Privileges and Immunities Clause of Article IV, § 2); Lewis v. Casey, 518 U.S. 343, 351 (1996). The Sixth Amendment right to counsel is necessary to enforce the right to access courts for incarcerated persons. See Mann v. Reynolds, 46 F.3d 1055, 1059 (10th Cir. 1995).

598 For example, during Arizona’s botched execution of Joseph Wood in 2014, Wood’s lawyers were able to seek a telephonic hearing during the execution, although this was due in part to the unusual length of the execution. Tom Dart, Arizona Inmate Joseph Wood was Injected 15 Times with Execution Drugs, GUARDIAN (Aug. 2, 2014, 10:40 AM), https://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/aug/02/arizona-inmate-injected-15-times-execution-drugs-joseph-wood [https://perma.cc/L5ME-CKSR].

599 See Second Amended Complaint, supra note 158, at 41 (describing the attempts that Smith’s counsel made to contact Alabama officials after Smith’s execution failed); see also Elizabeth Bruenig, A History of Violence, supra note 330 (describing how ADOC did not contact Smith’s attorney or witnesses to be taken to Holman).

600 See Chandler, supra note 585.

601 See supra notes 567–570 and accompanying text.

602 See Grayson v. Warden, 672 F. App’x 956, 966–67 (11th Cir. 2016) (denying a claim that Alabama’s policy of prohibiting witnesses from having phone access during executions based on standing because it was based on the “possibility that something might go wrong during his execution”); see also McGehee v. Hutchinson, 463 F. Supp. 3d 870, 932–33 (E.D. Ark. 2020), aff’d on other grounds sub nom Johnson v. Hutchinson, 44 F.4th 1116 (8th Cir. 2022) (granting judgment to defendants to permit their attorneys to “see and hear the full execution, including the insertion of intravenous lines and information about when each drug in the Arkansas Midazolam Protocol is pushed”); Coe v.
violates people facing execution’s constitutional rights by limiting access to
counsel during and before executions.603 The court concluded that people
facing execution did not have standing in part because “plaintiffs point us to
nothing in the record showing that Oklahoma has regularly experienced is-

sues with the IV, much less issues causing severe pain.”604 It also rejected the
claim that pain and suffering associated with the exposure to a risk of a
botched execution would grant standing, in part because the claim was not
raised in the district court and in part because this fear was not “reasonably
founded” because the plaintiffs had not shown that “something is likely to
go wrong, and cause conscious, severe pain during their respective execu-

tions.”605

Setting aside whether the Tenth Circuit correctly concluded there was
insufficient evidence that Oklahoma was likely to have problems in its execu-
tions, challengers in Alabama would have a much stronger argument for
increased access to counsel. After the 2022 executions, there is a well-
founded concern that ADOC might make errors that cause them severe
pain, particularly because Alabama now permits its governors to decide how
long executions can take without safeguards in its execution protocol about
the time for IV access.606

Alabama’s protocol should, like other jurisdictions, identify a defined
time when, if IV access is unsuccessful, it would end an execution at-
tempt.607 Amended Rule 8(d)(1) could lead to an unnecessarily prolonged
execution attempt, or repetitive execution attempts, a practice that could vi-
olate the Eighth Amendment.608 The interest in returning to the status

Bell, 89 F. Supp. 2d 962, 967 (M.D. Tenn. 2000), vacated as moot by 230 F.3d 1357 (6th
Cir. 2000) (requiring access to counsel during the hour before an execution, permitting
counsel to observe the execution and have access to “a telephone with an unimpepded
outside line at the time that he or she witnesses the execution”).

603 See Coddington v. Crow, Nos. 22-6100 & 22-6112, 2022 WL 10860283, at *7 (10th
Cir. Oct. 19, 2022) (“[P]laintiffs here cannot invoke their access-to-courts right to reform
the execution protocol in anticipation of claims they might want to file if something goes
wrong during an execution.”). The Oklahoma protocol limits counsel’s access to tele-
phones during executions; ends access to counsel two hours before an execution or earli-
er; does not provide attorneys with information about the execution, including IV access;
and permits prison officials to close curtains between the execution chamber and the
witness room at any time. Id. at *5–6.

604 Id. at *8.

605 Id. at *9.

606 Smith v. Comm’r, Ala. Dep’t of Corr., No. 22-13781, 2022 WL 17069492, at *5–6 (11th
Cir. Nov. 17, 2022).

607 See Alabama Execution Procedures, supra note 491 (protocol does not set a time to
end attempts to set an IV).

608 See Baze v. Rees, 553 U.S. 35, 50 (2008) (plurality) (acknowledging that repeat at-
ttempts at execution may “demonstrate an ‘objectively intolerable risk of harm’ that offi-
cials may not ignore” (quoting Farmer v. Brennan, 511 U.S. 825, 846, n.9 (1994))); see
also Louisiana ex rel. Francis v. Resweber, 329 U.S. 459, 471 (1947) (Frankfurter, J., con-
curring) (observing that a series of “abortive” execution attempts might “raise different
quod—executions—has led to a precarious situation in which ADOC risks repeating its mistakes from 2022 and amplifying litigation over methods of execution. All of this illustrates the pointless cruelty of capital punishment.

CONCLUSION

What happened in Alabama in 2022 is both shocking and an entirely predictable consequence of capital punishment in the United States. Alabama was able to execute a defendant whose intellectual disabilities probably should have barred him from execution under Atkins. Alabama tortured three of the four people it attempted to execute. The only surprising part is that two of those people are still alive and that ADOC recognized that something was wrong, even if it will not be able to diagnose the real problem: the death penalty itself.

At the time this Article was written, there were 164 people who are waiting for Alabama to kill them. Each of them can probably point to flaws in the procedures used to convict and sentence them to death and the scarcity of resources available during their trials and postconviction proceedings. The law surrounding postconviction proceedings means that courts can probably come up with reasons not to reverse their death sentences, even in the face of glaring error. When lower courts recognized meritorious claims, the Supreme Court was willing to let executions go forward, most commonly without an explanation as to why the Court reached that conclusion or why it determined that multiple lower court judges must have erred.

While it is unlikely that the Supreme Court will alter its current pattern, Alabama’s decision to suspend executions was intended to preserve capital punishment. Alabama’s governor focused on victim interests and blamed the people on death row for litigating, rather than acknowledging that the execution team appeared to have made serious errors. That litigation is a predictable consequence of Alabama’s capital punishment scheme and execution procedures, and Alabama’s response has been to provide additional discretion to executive officials, limit judicial review of capital cases, and argue for lower constitutional thresholds in executions. It is unknown what sort of changes Alabama has made to its execution protocol and whether those will meaningfully address the execution errors of 2022. The statements describing Alabama’s readiness to resume executions asserted that the people on death row were evading justice by bringing last-minute


challenges. But Alabama’s capital punishment and execution system, which insulates claims from judicial review, reduces constitutional standards, and fails to remedy injustice in capital sentencing procedures, does not provide justice. These practices do not make a more just system of capital punishment, only a broken one.